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Abstract
Integration of Peer-to-Peer into mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) is our first
focus. In this Phd thesis, we first propose a new distributed lookup protocol called
“Enhanced Mobile Chord” for mobile P2P networks. Its main objective is to
reduce the overhead traffic and the lookup delay induced by the Chord protocol.
Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme has an improved
performance in comparison with the popularly used Chord protocol and its
extension, the Backtracking Chord protocol. Then, we propose to combine our
proposed scheme and the Backtracking Chord extension in order to reduce the
lookup failures. Simulation results indicate that the combined scheme has an
improved performance in comparison with the two Chord extensions, the
Backtracking Chord protocol and the Enhanced Mobile Chord.
In addition, we address the quality aware routing issue in MANETs. Our
proposed scheme improves the multipath routing based on the path quality, path
stability and QoS awareness. We propose a cross layer approach to achieve
greater routing performance for applications with real time constraints in Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks. Interactions between MAC, Network and Application layers
are fully exploited to get accurate information about the end-to-end path quality,
and the applications’ characteristics. The improvements provided by our scheme
come from considering a service class differentiation, a balanced routing protocol
and a path quality cost function as well. It aims to enhance the routing
performance for real time applications to meet the QoS requirements defined by
the ITU-G1010 recommendation. Prediction methods are used in order to
estimate the path quality. The paths will be sorted and weighted according to the
application class. Route selection process is based on multi-criteria selection
method. Interactions between routing layer and MAC layer are exploited to get
the path quality. To take into account the application class in the routing process,
cross layer interactions between routing layer and upper layers are needed.
Simulations under NS2 are conducted in order to validate our proposed scheme.
Interworking LTE and 802.11s network is our third research axis. LTE and WiFi
networks are set to dominate the outdoor and indoor spaces. IEEE 802.11s was
i

defined to enlarge the coverage of WiFi hotspots. In order to enhance the
interworking performance between LTE and 802.11s network, we address the
QoS handling in IEEE 802.11s network. In this context, we improve the routing
process of HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol) defined by the IEEE 802.11s
standard by taking into account different QoS classes. A multipath routing
process is considered to provide the fair allocation of traffic among different
paths. The routing metric defined by the IEEE 802.11s standard was also
modified to get more accurate information about the path quality. The proposed
contribution is suggested as an enhancement to the HWMP protocol. It aims to
provide better performance to the 802.11s-LTE communications. Simulations
under NS3 are conducted in order to show the benefits of our proposed scheme as
compared to HWMP.
In the fourth part of our Phd, we focus on the mobility management between LTE
and MANETs. We propose a cross layered approach that involves MIH (Media
Independent Handover) standard, the mSCTP (mobile Stream Control Protocol)
and our deigned quality aware routing protocol defined in the second part of our
Phd. This proposed cross layered protocol performs a context aware routing and
mobility management through MANET and LTE networks.
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networks, Quality awareness, routing optimization, cross layer approach,
interworking, mobility management.
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INTRODUCTION

With the success and the growth of wireless and mobile networks, a wide range of successful
data services in emerging markets is proposed and involves challenging requirements. The
mobile users like to be connected anywhere at any time and benefit from different services
like web browsing, interactive games, video streaming or file transfer. This will require a
complete involvement of different networks’ technologies, and a successful interworking
between them. Mobile users will be allowed to operate within different networks, like Ad hoc
and cellular networks, and will take advantage from each of them. The most emerging
technologies are the Wireless Mesh Networks recently developed to enlarge coverage, and the
LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks considered as the first step to 4G cellular networks.
These technologies will coexist in the near future to provide anywhere connectivity and better
service compatibility. Meeting the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of various
constraining applications, the networks’ performance, the mobility management and the
interworking between different technologies is then a challenging task.
In this context, this thesis presents some protocols that we have developed[c5, c6]to enhance
the Quality of Service provision to multimedia services in Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANET). Integration of Peer-to-Peer applications into MANETs is an emerging issue.
Routing real time traffic over dynamic and mobile networks such MANETs is an important
issue to consider.
First, we focus on enhancing the performance of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications over
MANETs in order to meet the user’ requirements. On the basis of the “Chord protocol” that
decreases the overhead traffic as compared to other kinds of P2P protocols used in these
networks, we propose two novel-schemes to enhance the provided QoS.
After, we focus on improving the multipath routing protocol “AOMDV” by introducing a
cross layer design. In this part, we propose a cross layer approach to achieve greater routing
performance for applications with real time constraints in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks.
Interactions between MAC, Network and Application layers are fully exploited to get accurate
information about the end-to-end path quality, and the applications’ characteristics.
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The improvements provided by our scheme come from considering a service class
differentiation, a balanced routing protocol and a path quality cost function as well. It aims to
enhance the routing performance for real time applications, while meeting as best as possible
the QoS requirements of higher priority services.This work has led to three accepted papers in
ISCC 2013 [c4], ISWCS 2013[c3], and NEW2AN 2013[c1].
Then, we propose an enhancement of the “HWMP” protocol which is the default routing
protocol of IEEE 802.11s standard in order to support interworking with the LTE network. In
contrast to LTE network, the Mesh network (IEEE 802.11s) does not define QoS management
mechanisms. For this reason, we choose to modify the path selection metric of HWMP in
order to get more accurate information about the radio path quality. We define another
method to gather the quality information instead of the active method used by the IEEE
802.11s standard which is not well adapted to the Wireless Mesh networks. This work has led
to an accepted paper in ISWCS 2013 [c2].
The last part of this thesis focuses on the mobility management between different
technologies within a heterogeneous network like MANETs-LTE. In this part, we exploit our
cross layer approach defined for MANETs and the routing enhancements proposed for
IEEE802.11s. Also, we will use the IEEE 802.21 and the mSCTP respectively as a handover
preparatory and executor.
As for the remainder of this thesis report, Chapter 1 provides background information on
MANETs, IEEE 802.11s and LTE networks that are related to their architecture, defined
protocols and features. Chapter 2 describes the proposed protocols to support the P2P
applications over MANETs. Chapter 3 gives at first an overview on the related works on
routing enhancements, and then, presents the proposed scheme to enhance the routing over
MANETs while taking into account the application requirements and the radio path quality.
Chapter 4 reports our work to improve the “HWMP” routing protocol proposed for IEEE
802.11s standard to interwork with LTE network. It focuses moreover on the mobility
management through MANETs and LTE networks. Finally, the concluding remarks and our
expected future works are presented in the last section of this thesis.
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Chapter 1: Wireless Networks: Concepts and Protocols
Introduction
The rapid growth of mobile services demand and the development of wireless networks
require the improvement of the QoS (Quality of Service)of the applications in mobile and
heterogeneous environments. Our thesis deals with the improvement of the mobile
applicationsQoSin homogeneous and heterogeneous wireless networks. This chapter provides
preliminary background information on the key concepts of our PhD thesis. First, various
aspects of the MANET, the IEEE802.11s and the LTE systems are presented. Then we
describe the Peer to Peer networks andthe different cross layer designs in order to conclude
with an overview of the interworking concept.

1.1.

MANET

1.1.1.

Overview

A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is an unstructured set of wireless nodes that move
arbitrarily [1]. The MANET does not depend on a central AP (Access Point) as in WIFI.It
offers a direct connectivity between the wireless nodesas shown in Figure 1.Due to nodes
mobility, the topology of the network may change dynamically without prediction. The
MANETs were initially proposed to operate as stand-alone networks, used for temporary
communications, such as conferences, emergency rescue, or military missions, restricting its
traffic within the same MANET network [2]. Now days, MANET networks can be integrated
with other networks, such as Ethernet or Internet, permitting ad hoc nodes to communicate
with nodes outside the MANET.
To communicate with each other, the MANET nodesuse multi-hop routing protocols known
as ad hoc routing protocols[3].They equally participate in the routing information distribution
and maintenance. Using the routing protocol, ad hoc nodes maintain routing tables needed to
forward data packets to their destinations.

3

Figure 1 Mobile Ad hoc network topology.
As MANETs are characterized by a dynamic network topology thatmay change frequently
due to nodes mobility,efficient routing protocols are needed toestablish routes betweennodes.
Many solutions have beenproposed to define the routing process in such networks.These
protocols can be categorized into four kinds [4]:


Reactive routing protocols: the route between source and destination is set when the
source node has data to send its correspondent.



Proactive routing protocols: the MANET nodes have an up-to-date route to all other
nodes.



Hybrid routing protocols: are combinations of proactive and reactive protocols.



Location-based routing protocols: where packet forwarding is based on the location of
the node and its correspondent.

In the next section, more details about these different protocols are presented.
1.1.2.
1.1.2.1.

Routing in MANETs
Reactive routing protocols

Reactive routing protocols [5] look for available routes from source to destinationin on
demand way. When the source had data packets to transmit to its correspondent, it invokes the
route discovery procedure in order to determine aroutetothedestination.AODV [6] (Ad hoc On
4

demand Distance Vector), DSR [7] (Dynamic Source Routing) and AOMDV [8] (Ad hoc On
demand Multipath Distance Vector)areexamples of well-knownreactive routing protocols.
When a source node has to communicate with a destination node, the AODV [6, 9] protocol
executes the route discovery process. The source node broadcasts a RREQ (Route Request)
packet to its neighbors. Each RREQ is identified by a unique sequence number. Upon
receiving a RREQ, the node should check if the packet with the same sequence number has
been received before. If the received RREQ is a duplicate, the intermediate node discards it.
Otherwise, the intermediate node updatesits routing table and broadcasts the RREQto its
neighbors. A route is considered found if the RREQ is received by the destination node or by
an intermediate node which has an available route to the destination in its routing table. Once
a valid route is founded, the destination or the intermediate node generates a RREP (Route
Reply) packet and sends it to the source node. Upon receiving the RREP, the source node
sends the data packets through the chosen route. During the communication, if the route
becomes invalid, the AODV proceeds to the route recovery process. When a node detects a
link breakage event during a communication, the node notifies its neighbors by sending a
RERR (Route Error) packet. Upon the source node is notified by the loss of the route, it
executes the route discovery process in order to find another valid route to the destination.
Similarly to AODV, DSR [7, 9] protocol is based on route discovery and route recovery
mechanisms. During the route discovery process, a source node broadcasts a RREQ packet to
its neighbors. Each intermediate node receiving this RREQ, it rebroadcasts it only if it has not
a valid route to the destination. The RREP may be generated by the destination or by an
intermediate node that has a valid route to the destination, as in AODV.In DSR protocol, the
data packets are not routed according to the routing table of intermediate nodes as in AODV
protocol. In fact,the RREP defined by the DSR protocol carries information about the address
of each intermediate node in the route.The complete hop by hop route carried by the RREP is
stored in the source routing cache and it is included in the header of each data packet issued
from the source to the destination. In such way, all the data packets will follow the same route
and the DSR protocol is known as a source routing protocol.The DSR protocol has similar
route recovery mechanism to the AODV protocol. During communication, when a link is
broken the source node is notified by a RERR packet and it executes the route discovery
mechanism in order to look for another valid source route.
AOMDV [8, 10] is derived from AODV protocol. It aims to find multiple paths from source
to destination during a single route discovery process. To find alternative paths to the
5

destination, the source node initiates a route discovery process by broadcasting a RREQ
packet in the networks. To find multiple paths and to avoid the routing loop free problem,
every RREQ is identified by its sequence number and its carried hop count. When an
intermediate node receives a RREQ, it checks the sequence number rule as defined in AODV.
In AOMDV, not only the non-duplicate RREQs are considered but also duplicates can be also
considered. A duplicate RREQ can be treated by an intermediate node only if its hop count is
lower than the advertised hop count. Otherwise, it will be discarded. The advertised hop count
is introduced by AOMDV to maintain multiple paths with the same sequence number. It is the
maximum hop countof a path leading to a specific node stored in the routing table of the
intermediate node.
1.1.2.2.

Proactive routing protocols

According to proactive routing protocols [11], each node in the network maintains routing
information to the other nodes of the same network. The network topology is known by the
whole nodes in the network. These protocols exchange routing control information and
topological changes periodically. The proactive protocols increase the routing overhead due to
the periodic updates. OLSR [12] (Optimized Link State Routing) and DSDV[13] (Destination
Sequenced Distance Vector)areconsideredas proactive routing protocols.
According to the OLSR and the DSDV protocols, the whole network topology should be
known by each node within the network. OLSR distributes the network topology and updates
in an optimized manner [12] in order to preserve the network resources. The optimization of
OLSR comes from the defined MPR (Multi Point Relaying) technique. The MPR mechanism
subdivides the network into subsets of nodes called MPR sets.Each MPR set has a central
node called MPR node. To diffuse the network topology or update information, OLSR uses
flooding mechanism in each MPR set.Only the MPR nodescan broadcast the topology
information by broadcasting a TC (Topology Control) message.In such way, the OLSR
protocol optimizes the flooding mechanism by reducing the number of nodes that broadcasts
control packets. According to the OLSR protocol, links and neighbors are detected through
the HELLO messages. The HELLO messages are also used to select the MPR nodes.Each
node in the network may join to different MPRs.
Similar to OLSR, DSDV [13] maintains the network topology through periodic routing
updates.The update mechanism of DSDV can be categorized into full dump update and
incremental update. If full dump update is used, each node sends to its neighbors its whole
6

routing table. If incremental update is used, the node will only transmit the changed entries
from the last update[14].
1.1.2.3.

Hybrid routing protocols

The hybrid routing protocols [15] combines the features of reactive and proactive routing
protocols. ZRP [16] (Zone Routing Protocol) is awell-known hybrid routing protocol. ZRP
subdivides the network into zones. A proactive routing process is used inside the zone, and a
reactive routing process is used inter-zones. As defined in ZRP, if the source and the
destination are in the same zone, the data packets can be forwarded immediately due to the
proactive process which keeps routing information for all the nodes of the same zone. If the
source and destination do not belong to the same zone, a reactive routing process is executed
in order to find a valid route. The source node sends a route request to the border nodes of its
zone. Upon receiving this request, each border nodes checksits routing table for a valid route
to the destination. If no entry exists for the destination, the border node transmits the route
request to the border nodes of its zone. Once a valid route to the destination is found, a route
reply is forwarded back to the source. The source node uses the route followed by the route
reply to send its data to the destination.
1.1.2.4.

Location-based routing protocols

According to the location-based routing protocols [17], data packets can be forwarded based
on the location information of the source and destination nodes.LAR [18,19] (Location Aided
Routing) is a reactive and geographic routing protocol that exploits the cinematic parameters
of mobile nodes (like speed, direction, location, etc.) in order to optimize the route discovery
process by reducing the diffusion zone of the control messages.Two extensions of LAR are
defined which are the LAR-Box and the LAR-Step. The LAR-Box extension uses the location
information of destination and source nodes to define the expected zone and the request zone.
The expected zone is the geographic area within a source node estimates to find its destination
at a given time using its location information in earlier time.The request zone is the
geographic area in which the PREQ generated by the source will be broadcasted.This zone
must include at least the expected zone and the source node. According to the LAR-Box, the
request zone and the expected zones are determined by the source node based on its cinematic
parameters and those of the destination node. In contrast to the LAR-Box, the request zone is
not defined by the source node in the LAR-Step extension. The LAR-Step relies onthe
distance between the intermediate node and the destination node todetermine if a RREQ
7

packet will be rebroadcast or not. According to this protocol, each intermediate node
receiving a RREQ packet computes the distance which separates it from the destination and
retransmits the RREP only if it is closer to the destination than the precursor node. Both LARBox and LAR-Step rely on the GPS [20] (Global Positioning System) to get the cinematic
parameters of the nodes.

1.2.

IEEE 802.11x Overview

1.2.1.

Overview

The different IEEE 802.11 standards are considered as indoor networks[21] also referred as
WLANs (Wireless Local Area Networks). From its first releases, the IEEE 802.11 networks
still emerging networks [22].This standard defines the MAC (Media Access Control) and
PHY (Physical) layers for a LAN with wireless connectivity.In traditional 802.11[23]
networks, APs (Access Points) create a radio coverage area around themselves called a BSS
(Basic Service Set). A set of BSS builds the ESS (Extended Service Set). An AP needs a wired
DS (Distribution System)in order to forward data between 802.11 clients and outside
networks.
An IEEE 802.11x standard defines two different topologies:


Independent Basic Service Set(IBSS)or Ad-hoc network mode: in this topology the
IEEE 802.11x stations are connected to each other directly through the wireless
interface.



Basic Service Set(BSS): the AP provides a local relay function for the BSS. All frames
are relayed between stations through the AP. No direct communication between
stations is allowed in this topology.

To address the security issues in such network, the IEEE 802.11i [24] standard was defined.
To address the QoS issue in WLANs, the IEEE 802.11e was defined. To enlarge the coverage
of APs, the IEEE 802.11s [25] was defined. The following table summarizes several IEEE
802.11x standards.
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TABLE 1. Different IEEE 802.11 standards.

Standard

Description

IEEE 802.11a [26]

Offers a data rate up to 54 Mbps. It operates in
the frequency band of 5GHz.

IEEE 802.11b [27]

Supports bandwidth up to 11 Mbps. It operates in
the frequency band of 2.4GHz

IEEE 802.11e [28]

It was designed to address the QoS issue in IEEE
802.11b

IEEE 802.11g [29]

Offers a data rate up to 54 Mbps. It operates in
the frequency band of 2.4GHz. It offers greater
range than the IEEE 802.11a.

IEEE 802.11f [30]

It was designed to define the communication
interface between APs in order to provide
roaming to the IEEE 802.11 stations

IEEE 802.11i [24]

It was designed to define the security issue in
IEEE 802.11networks

IEEE 802.11n [31]

It uses MIMO technology in order to improve the
offered data rate of IEEE 802.11g.

IEEE 802.11u [32]

It addresses the interworking features of WLAN
with external networks

IEEE 802.11p [33]

It defines the wireless access for the Vehicular
environment

IEEE 802.11s [25]

1.2.2.
1.2.2.1.

It defines a mesh networking for a set of APs.

IEEE 802.11s: the wireless mesh network standard
Overview

The working group IEEE 802.11s [25] was formed on May 2004. It aims to standardize the
Wireless Mesh Networks in WLANs. In the 802.11s networks, the stations which implement
routing algorithm and Meshing functions like Mesh Peering and neighbor discovery are
known as Mesh STAs(Mesh Stations) also referred as MPs(Mesh Points) [25, 34]. These
wireless devices interconnect via the radio link to create the WLAN Mesh BSS. The default
routing protocol of this standard is HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol) [25, 35]. This
hybrid protocol is the combination of a reactive protocol RM-AODV (Radio Metric-Ad hoc
On Demand Vector)[25] and a proactive protocol which is based on tree building algorithm.
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Another routing protocol was defined by the IEEE 802.11s which is RA-OLSR (Radio
Aware-Optimized link State Routing)[25]. Security solutions developed by IEEE 802.11s
group define a mutual authentication between MPs, key generation and management, data
encryption and attack detection. We will present this standard in more details.
1.2.2.2.

IEEE 802.11s architecture

In WMN, the MPs form a wireless backbone for the STAs (Simple Stations)[25]. This
wireless backbone is called MeshBSS since the MPs are interconnected according to a mesh
topology. Every MeshBSS is identified by a unique MeshID [25].The Simple Stations don’t
implement the mesh networking functions. MPs implementing the access point functionalities
are called MAP (Mesh Access Points)[25]. These nodes provide the network access to the
STAs. With this entity the 802.11s insure the compatibility between all other 802.11 standards
like 802.11a, 802.11b, and etc.The MPP (Mesh Portal Point) [25, 34] performs as a gateway
and interconnects the 802.11s network to external networks.The following figurepresents the
802.11s network devices:

External networks

MPP

MP
MP
MP

MAP

Simple STA

MAP
Simple STA

Simple STA

Simple STA

Figure 2Architecture of an IEEE 802.11s standard.
All contribution given by the IEEE 802.11s are in MAC layer. The physical layer is kept
intact [25, 36]. These MAC modifications will be presented in the next paragraph.
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1.2.2.3.

MAC layer improvements

a. Overview of the 802.11s MAC layer

This layer provides the Mesh networking functionalities including neighbors’ discovery,
topology formation,

media

access

coordination

functions,

routing

protocol,

and

interconnection and security functions [25]. The Mesh BSS discovery and formation specifies
how a mesh network builds up itself and how the MPs join the network or leave it. To
interconnect the mesh network with other networks, MPPs must implement 802.1D standard
that defines interconnection structure between different 802 networks. Security in 802.11s
network is based on the same principles defined by the IEEE 802.11i standard. The 802.11s
standard defines two coordination access method [25]. The first one is EDCA (Enhanced
Distribution Channel Access)which is considered the mandatory method. The second one is
called MCCA (Mesh Coordinated Chanel Access) which is an optional method which
optimizes the frames exchange within the MeshBSS. In order to support these features, new
frames were defined by the IEEE 802.11s standard; others have been modified by adding new
fields such as the Mesh Header field.
b. 802.11s MAC layerImprovements

In this section we discuss the EDCA and MCCA mechanisms, congestion control method,
CCF(Common Channel Function), power management, and synchronization.


EDCA: is the mandatory channel access defined by 802.11s. It was proposed by the
standard IEEE 802.11e [28] in order to insure QoS in the WLAN networks. It supports
differentiated and distributed access to the wireless Medium according to four access
categories: Voice, Video, Best Effort and Background.



MCCA [34, 37]: is an optional access method that allows the MPs to access the
wireless medium at given times. It’s based on reservation protocol via a simple
exchange between sender and

receiver to

determine MCCAOPs

(MCCA

Opportunities) periods. Each MP maintains and disseminates its information about: a
list of all MCCAOPs during which it’s either transmitter or receiver and a list of
nearby MCCAOPs. This information allows neighboring MPs to avoid overlaps. Once
a MP gets a MCCAOP it performs a CCA (Clear Channel Access) and accesses the
wireless medium with the highest priority. Its neighbors remain inactive during this
period.
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Congestion control [37]: is an intra-Mesh mechanism which is implemented in each
node. If a MP detects congestion, it informs its neighbors. Each MP receiving this
congestion message should adjust its transmission rate.



CCF [38]: this mechanism offers multi-channel aspect to the network in order to
improve its capacity. It allows negotiation of channel to exchange data between two
peers. A common channel is used before switching to a data channel. The data channel
is selected by exchanging control frames RTX (Request to exchange) and CTX (clear
to exchange) on the common channel between peer MPs.



Power management [37]: while MAPs should remain awake. MPs may optionally
have a mechanism for saving power (PS (Power Save)). The MPs fully charged can
stay awake without interruption to route the traffic more efficiently but when the
power level becomes critical, they should switch to a sleep mode to conserve energy.



Synchronization [37]: in the 802.11s is optional. Many MAC functions are based on
synchronization like energy saving, CCF, and MCCA. Synchronization is necessary to
avoid control frames collisions.

c. Network discovery mechanism

In order to join the IEEE 802.11s network, every MP should discover its neighborhood. This
discovery is accomplished by either a Passive scan by listening to beacon frames of its
neighbors or Active one by sending request probes. After the discovery of his neighborhood,
the MP maintains the MAC addresses of the MPscandidates in its neighbor table and proceeds
to the association. A neighbor MP is considered as a candidate only if it has the same Mesh
Profile.Each MP should at least bear one Mesh Profile [25]. A Mesh Profile consists of:


MeshID: Mesh BSS Identifier.



Path Selection Protocol ID: Identifier of the supported routing protocol.



Version: The version of the Mesh Peering protocol used.

If a MP failed to detect its neighbors, it adopts a MeshID and creates its own mesh network
[25].
d. Routing in IEEE 802.11s

Routing in IEEE 802.11s is also called path selection [25]. It is used to select the optimal path
from the transmitter to the receiver. This mechanism operates on the MAC layer and it uses
MAC addresses. Two routing protocols were proposed by the IEEE802.11s group:
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HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol) [25]: is the default mandatory routing
protocol. It is inspired by a combination of RM-AODV and TBR (Tree Based
Routing). This protocol will be more presented on the next section.



RA-OLSR(Radio Aware-Optimized Link State Routing) [25]: is an optional routing
proto-col. It’s suitable for low mobility environment which is the case of 802.11s
networks. It’s based on the OLSR [12] routing protocol which is developed by the
IETF MANET working group.

The default routing metric defined by the IEEE 802.11s is ALM (Air Link Metric) [25]. It
corresponds to the amount of radio resource consumed during the transmission of a frame.
e. Security in 802.11s network

Security in IEEE802.11s is based on the mechanisms proposed by the IEEE 802.11i standard
[24] which provides a solution for securing 802.11 networks. The 802.11i aims to secure the
radio link between the client stations and the Access Points (APs). Other specific features are
developed by the 802.11s to insure the security in the MeshBSS, which are:


Mutual authentication between MPs [25]: when a new MP wants to join a new 802.11s
network, it performs a first authentication MSA (Mesh Security Authentication)with
aMA (Mesh Authenticator) in the network. Once the MP gets the necessary keys from
the MA, It performs authentication with candidate MPs.



Protection of management messages exchanged between the MPs such as topology
and routing information [25].

1.3.

LTE/ SAE network

1.3.1.

Overview

LTE/SAE [39] is a mobile broadband technology considered as the first step for 3GPP Next
generation. Its architecture is optimized for all-IP traffic. With the target to meet the
requirements for 4G cellular systems, the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) defines
the LTE (Long Term Evolution) and the SAE (System Architecture Evolution) as the 3GPP
Release 8.LTE and SAE are intended to define respectively the RAN (Radio Access Network)
and the CN (Core Network) of the 3GPP Release 8 also referred as the LTE/SAE network or
the EPS(Evolved Packet System).The LTE/SAE can be connected to other 3GPP or non 3GPP
radio access networks [40]. The LTE/SAE architecture is shown in the following figure.
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LTE part

SAE part

HSS

PCRF

MME

Internet

UE

eNodeB

S-GW

P-GW

Figure 3LTE/SAE architecture.
1.3.2.

LTE features

The LTE [41] network is a well-designed technology that promises high data rate that could
reach 178 Mb/s and reduced latency that could reach 10ms. LTE reduces the number of
network elements in the radio part to only one element which is the eNodeB(evolved Node
B).In LTE, all the radio resources management functions are devolved to the eNodeB. To take
into account the requirements of different traffic types, LTE offers flexible subcarrier
bandwidth. To optimize the use of spectrum and provide higher data ratesas compared to
earlier 3GPP networks, LTE deploys the OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex)
and the MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) techniques [41].
1.3.2.1.

Subcarrier bandwidth flexibility

LTE offers a flexible subcarrier bandwidth in order to tune-up the allocated resources
according to the user requirements. It offers a subcarrier bandwidth that varies from 1.4 MHz
to 20 MHz.The different subcarrier bandwidth in LTE are 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz,
15 MHz and 20 MHz.
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1.3.2.2.

OFDM

OFDM [40] system splits the available bandwidth into orthogonal sub-carriers as shown in the
Figure 4 and transmits the data in parallel streams. Each subcarrier is modulated using varying
levels modulation (e.g. QPSK, QAM, 64QAM), depending on signal quality. OFDM avoids
the ISI (Inter Symbol Interference)by using orthogonal frequencies.For downlink and uplink
communications, the LTE uses two different extensions of OFDM which are the OFDMA
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) for downlink communications and the SCFDMA(SingleCarrier - Frequency Division Multiple Access)for the uplink communications.

Frequency

Figure 4Orthogonality in OFDM.
a. OFDMA

OFDMA is used for downlink communications in LTE. OFDMA transmits independent data
in different multiple subcarriers. It increases the spectral efficiency. OFDMA allocates the
users in time and frequency domains.
b. SC-FDMA

The High PAPR(Peak to Average Power Ratio) induced by the OFDMA causes power
inefficiency when transmitting Traffic from the UE to the eNodeB. Therefore, SC-FDMA was
used for uplink communications in LTE.SC-FDMA requires that all subcarriers assigned to a
single UE must be adjacent to eachother on the frequency domain. SC-FDMA spread data
over a set of orthogonal subcarriers.
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1.3.2.3.

MIMO

MIMO is a key technology to increase the channel’s capacity. It uses multiple transmitter and
receiver antennas. MIMO is currently used in 802.11s and other non 3GPP networks. LTE
uses 2*2 and 4*4 MIMO configurations, shown in Figure 5.This technology increases the data
rate by transmitting several data streams in parallel over multiple antennas.

Receiver

Transmitter

A. 2*2 MIMO

Receiver

Transmitter

B. 4*4 MIMO

Figure 5 Different MIMO configurations in LTE.
1.3.3.

SAE features

The 3GPP Release 8 is based on an all-IP flat core network supporting QoS which is the SAE
also referred as EPC (Evolved Packet Core). SAE [39, 40] is based on packet switching
technique. It provides IP connectivity to the LTE terminal denoted as UE(User Equipment).
As shown in Figure 6, the SAE deploys the following network entities [41]: MME (Mobility
management Entity), SAE-GW (SAE-Gateway), PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules
Function), and HSS (Home Subscriber Server). All the defined interfaces in the SAE are IP
interfaces [39]. Therefore, SAE is an all IP flat core network.
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HSS

PCRF

MME

SAE-GW

Figure 6 SAE entities.
1.3.3.1.

SAE entities

a. MME (Mobility Management Entity)

It handles the mobility management and the control functionalities. It assumesfunctions
related to both bearer management (establishment, maintenance and release)and functions
related to attachment and connection management (establishment of theconnection and
security between the network and UE, authentication).Itis responsible for processing signaling
between UE and the SAE through the NAS (Non-Access Stratum) messages.
b. SAE-GW (SAE-Gateway)

As shown in Figure 7, the SAE-GW is consisted of two gateways:


The SGW (Serving SAE Gateway) which is the data management element within the
SAE.



The PDN-GW (Packet Data Network SAE Gateway) also referred as P-GW:it provides
connectivity for the UE with external packet data networks.
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S-GW

P-GW
SAE-GW

Figure 7 SAE-GW entities.
c. PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function)

It is the entity responsible of the policycontrol and the management of the data traffic. It
decides how a data flow is handled in terms of QoS.It provides the QoS authorization (QCI
(QoS Class Identifier), and bit rates) thatdecides how a data flow will be treated by the SGW
or the PDN-GW.
d. HSS (Home Subscriber Server)

It contains the subscribers’ information and profiles. It performs authentication and
authorization of the user, and can provide information about the subscriber's location and IP
information. HSS is connected to the MME through an interface based on Diameter protocol.
1.3.3.2.

LTE/SAE interfaces

a. LTE interfaces

The different LTE interfaces [41], as shown in the Figure8, are:


LTE-Uu interface: defines the radio interface between a UE and its serving eNodeB.



X2 interface: it is the inter eNodeB interface. It is used for handover coordination. Due
to this interface, the loss of packets can be reduced during inter-eNodeB handover. In
fact, during handover the serving eNodeB can use the X2 interface to forward
downlink packets still buffered or arriving from the S-GW to the target eNodeB.



S1-MME interface: the control interface between eNodeB and MME. MME and UE
will exchange the NAS message via eNodeB through this interface.
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S1-U interface: It is a pure user data interface. A single eNodeB can be connected to
several S-GWs through the S1flex-U interface.

MME
X2
S1-MME

S1-U
LTE-UU

S-GW
Figure 8 Different LTE interfaces.

b. SAE interfaces

The different SAE interfaces [39], shown in Figure 9, are described below:


S6a interface: MME uses this interface to retrieve subscription information from HSS
during UEs attachment and handover procedures. The HSS can during these
procedures store the UE’s current MME address in its database.



S11 interface: it is used to coordinate the establishment of SAE bearers within the
SAE. SAE bearer setup can be started by the MME in case of default bearer or by the
P-GW in case of dedicated bearer. A single MME can handle multiple S-GW each
one with its own S11 interface.



S5/S8 interface: signaling on S5/S8 interface is used to setup the dedicated bearer
resources. If the S-GW and P-GW belongs to the same operator, the S5 interface is
defined between these two entities. Otherwise, the S8 is defined. S5/S8 can be
implemented either by the reuse of GTP (GPRS TunnelingProtocol) from 2G/3G or by
using PMIPv6 (Proxy MobileIPv6).



SGi interface: it is either based on IPv4 or IPv6. This interface is used during
exchange with external networks. Downlink data coming from external PDNs (Packet
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Data Networks)are mapped to the right SAE bearer using the incoming packet’s IP
addresses, port number, etc.


Gxe interface: this interface is needed in case the S5/S8 interface is based on PMIP. It
is used to map between IP service flow in S5/S8 and GTP tunnels in S1-U.



S7 interface:it is defined between PCRF and P-GW in order to ask about the QoS of
the SAE bearer to setup.



Rx interface: interface between PCRF and the external PDN operators.

Other interfaces were defined for the SAE but not presented in the Figure 9, such as the S10
interface which allows the transport of signaling messages between several MMEs and other
interfaces (S3, S4, S12, S2a/b) that allows the LTE/SAE system to interwork with other
3GPPand non 3GPP networks.

S6a

HSS

PCRF

MME

Rx
S11

Gxe

S7

SGi

S5/S8

Internet

P-GW

S-GW

Figure 9 Different SAE interfaces.

1.4.

Peer to Peer networks

1.4.1.

Overview

A P2P (Peer to Peer) network isa distributed overlay network where the nodecan act asa
client and aserver in the same time [42]. An overlay network is a virtual network built on the
top of a physical network [43]. It aims to offer new services which are not available in the
existing network. A Peer to peer networkis an application-level overlay network built on top
of the IP (Internet Protocol)networks withits own topology and routing techniques. It was
initially developed for resources share over Internet [42]. Resources search, Peer to peer
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communications and Peer to Peer computation are also well known applications of Peer to
Peer networks. The peer nodes are connected to each other by using logical links forming the
peer to peer network. To benefit from the services provided by the peer to peer networks, the
peers must implement the same software in the application layer.Based on the overlay
network architecture, we distinguish two types of the P2P networks [44]: The hybrid P2P
networks and the pure P2P networks. In contrast to pure P2P networks, the hybrid P2P
networks rely on the existence of a server as a central point.
1.4.1.1.

Hybrid Peer to Peer networks

With this topology, resourcesare exchanged between peers relying on a central directory
called server to knowwhich peer has which resource. In such hybrid networks, the server
keeps information on peers and responds to the peer’s requests. Once a node wants to join the
P2P network, it contacts the server in order to report the list of its shared resources. When a
peer is looking for a specific resource, it requests first the server which will send to it the list
of candidatepeers having the request resources. Upon receiving the server’s reply, the peer
will select the appropriate candidate and a direct communication between the peers will be
established through the overlay network. This kind of network was adopted by the Napster
[45] system which was designed in 1999 to share music files over Internet.
1.4.1.2.

Pure Peer to Peer networks

This kind of networks does not rely on a central server to coordinate the exchange between
the peers.The P2P network nodes communicate directly with each other and share
informationand resources without using servers. The central servertasks were replaced with a
lookup process performed by the peers in order to search its requested resource in the overlay
network. This category was adopted by the Gnutella [45, 46] system which was designed in
2001. The lookup process defined by Gnutella is the request flooding. Each peer queries its
neighbors in the peer to peer network about the requested resource. Upon receiving its
queryits neighbors act similarly until the query is resolved.
Based on the way the peers join the overlay network, P2P networks can be also categorized as
structured or unstructured networks. In structure P2P networks [47, 48], the nodes join the
P2P network according to defined rules. In unstructured P2P networks [48], the nodes join the
network randomly.Peer to Peer networks require specific application layer protocols in order
to manage and maintain the built overlay network and route the data between the peers. An
overview of Peer to Peer Protocols is presented in the next section.
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1.4.2.

P2P Protocols

P2P protocols [48] are defined in the application layer of the peers. A P2P protocol defines
the communication rules between the peers within the same overlay network. It defines
techniques to build the overlay network, to discover resources and to route data from one peer
to another.P2P protocols can be categorized as structured and unstructured protocols [48].
1.4.2.1.

Structured Peer to Peer Protocols

The structured Peer to Peer protocols organize peers and resources in adetermined topology
according to defined rules and algorithms.The structured P2P protocols rely on DHT [49]
(Distributed Hash Table)as a method to define the location of the different resources within
the overlay network. The DHT method associates a unique identifier to each resource within
the P2P network. Chord [50], Kademlia [51], CAN [52], Pastry [53], and Tapestry [54] are
some well-known algorithms used to build structured P2P networks.
1.4.2.2.

Unstructured Peer to Peer Protocols

Unstructured P2P networks are based on random topology where resources andpeers are
discovered by sending request messages. KAZAA [55], Gnutella [46], BitTorrent [56] and
eDonkey [57] are considered as unstructured P2P algorithms.

1.5.

Cross layer Design

1.5.1.

Overview

The cross layer [58] is a technique to exploit the interaction between different protocol layers
in order to achieve greater performance. Cross layer design allowscoordination and
communication between protocols across the different layers of the OSI model. The authors
of [59] demonstrate that changing a lower layer protocol will have serious impact on the
upper layer protocol’s performance and eventually affect the overall performance of the
network. Based on the direction of the information flow, cross layer designs can be
categorized as [58, 60]:


Upward design: the information flow from lower layers to upper layers.



Downward design: the information flow from upper layers to lower layers.



Back-and-forth design:pairs of protocols at different layers collaborate together.

These categories are detailed in the next section.
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1.5.2.
1.5.2.1.

Cross layer design categories
Upward Design

In this design, we assume that a higher layer protocol needs information from lower layers in
order to achieve its tasks. An information flow from lower layers to higher layers is created.
Examples of upward design are discussed in the literature. In [61], the MAC layer adapts the
parameters of the transmission (e.g. power, modulation, code rate) according to the channel
condition, which is made known to the MAC layer by an information flow from the physical
layer. In [62], the authors define an extension of Chord protocol in WMNs (Wireless Mesh
Networks).The proposed contribution called MeshChord extracts information from MAC
layer. It exploits the 1-hop broadcast nature of the wireless communication to capture packets
which are not destined to the node. The packet will be relayed to the application layer in order
to be processed by the MeshChord.
1.5.2.2.

Downward Design

This cross layer design defines the communication from upper layers to lower layers.
According to this design, the lower layers will receive directions from the higher layers.In this
approach, the lower layer acquires information from higher layers to perform optimal
adaptation. For example, the transmission power at the physical layer can be fine-tuned by the
MAC layer to increase the transmission range.Also, applications can notify the lower layers
about their QoS (Quality of service)requirements and the lower layersachieve their tasks while
taking into account the information sent from the application layer.
1.5.2.3.

Back-and-forth Design

The back-and-forth design defines mutual communication between two layers. The
information flow is created in the two directions from lower layer to upper layers and vice
versa, as shown in the following figure. For example, the authors of [63] exploit the
broadcasting nature of the wireless medium in VANET(Vehicular Ad hoc Networks). MAC
layer will overhear the medium and forwards all P2P relevant information to the application
layer (MChord: Mobile Chord). After receiving the packets from MAC layer, Mobile Chord
will extract the useful information to update its overlay table. Due to the cross layer design,
overheard MChord packets from neighboring nodes can be used for information update. Also
the authors of [63] exploit the cross layer between Application and MAC layers to propagate
P2P information over the network.
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1.6.

Interworking different network technologies

Nowadays, heterogeneous network technologies are defined for outdoor and indoor
communications.As the widespread of multi homed mobile devices continues, the necessity to
be always connected requires interworking different networks. Interworking indoor and
outdoor technologies is a promising and an essential trend in 4G communications [64]. To
achieve seamless interworking between different technologies, some important issues must be
studied such as security, QoS adaptation, and mobility management. In our thesis, we will
focus on the two later aspects.Interworking mechanism can lead to improve the system
capacity of cellular networks.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the basic concepts of some wireless technologies and protocols
that will be used to evaluate the routing protocols we have developed during this thesis. In the
next chapter, we will present the routing protocols that we proposed to enhance the QoS
provisioning for P2P applications in MANETs. In these networks, the enhancement of the
routing performance while using a cross layer approach is presented in chapter 3. The chapter
4 is devoted to the performance evaluation of the proposed routing protocol developed for
aheterogeneousenvironment including IEEE802.11s and LTE networks. Finally, our proposed
algorithm of mobility management between MANET and LTE networks will be described in
chapter 4.
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Chapter 2: Routing Protocols in P2P Context over MANETs
Introduction
In mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs), the applications are typically “Peer-to-Peer” rather
than “client-server”. The adhoc networking performed in a MANET is considered as a Peerto-Peer (P2P) networking. The P2P system as defined for Internet cannot be deployed in
MANETs without any changes due to the dynamicity of these networks. As a result, a new
paradigm is emerging which is the challenging integration of Peer-to-Peer into MANETs. In
this chapter we first introduce the emerging concept of P2P system over MANETs. Then, we
focus on the description of the P2P Chord protocol for its ability to work better in MANETs
as compared to other structured or unstructured P2P protocols. The chapter concludes then
with the proposed contributions to enhance the Chord performance over MANETs.

2.1.

P2P over MANETs

Recently, the synergy between mobile Ad hoc networks(MANETs) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks was recognized.Both are distributed and self-organizing. The P2P algorithms,if
deployed into MANETs, could provide an efficient way ofconstructing distributed
applications and services. However,the bandwidth limitation and the nodes’ mobility remain
themajor constraints against this integration.Most of the flooding based search mechanisms
are not adaptedto Mobile Ad hoc Networks [65], inducing an importantoverhead traffic.
Among structured and unstructured P2Palgorithms, the Chord protocol is more appropriate to
MANETs [66]. However, Chord does not offer goodperformance in a mobile environment
[66]. As a result, themobility of nodes and the dynamicity of MANETs are stillchallenging
issues to overcome.Chord is one of the well-known P2P lookup protocol initiallydesigned for
Internet applications and it can be improved forwireless context [66]. In the next section, we
provide more details about the Chord protocol.

2.2.

Chord Overview

2.2.1.

Description

Chord protocol, published in [50], is a distributed and structured Peer to Peer algorithm. It’s a
lookup scheme running in the application layer that aims to locate the resources within the
overlay network. Each resource item within the overlay network is identified by a unique key.
Each peer node has an identifier.Resources keys and nodes identifiers are generated using a
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hash function and they share the same space. In Chord, nodes form a circle with clockwise
increasing nodes’ identifiers (IDs). And thus, a node in the Chord overlay network is
responsible for all preceding keys [67]. Based on the structured ring topology, Chord provides
a lookup process that aims to reduce the hops to locate the responsible nodeof the target key.
Its complexity is O(logN), whereN is the network size. Figure 10 illustrates an example of a
chord overlay network.The neighbors of a node in the physical network may not be its
neighbors in the overlay network.

Chord ring

Overlay network

Physical network

Internet

Figure 10 Chord topology.
2.2.2.

Chord: Nodes join and ring construction

The chord protocol relies on a ring topology [50]. A hash function is used to generate
anidentifier for every node in the network. The identifier is based on the node’s IP address.
The peernodesare placed in the ring in the increasing order of their identifiers.Each peer node
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in the ring knowsits predecessor and its successors list. In Chord, anyshared resource within
the overlay network is assigned to a key. Each peer node is responsible of a set of
keys.Resources keys and nodes identifiersarem-bit identifiers where 2m is defined as the
maximumcapacity of keys.
A key k of a resource is computed with m and a hash functionH as k = H(resource) mod 2m. A
resource could be described by hashing a unique name of the resourceor it could be described
by several attributes and the hash key is computedby hashing each attribute and a single key is
created by merging the attributekeys.
A node’s identifier ID is typically generated from its IP address and it is computed with the
same hash function H as ID= H(IP address)mod 2m . Chord deploys SHA1 (Secure Hash
Algorithm)as a hash function to produce identifiers and keys.
Since Chord relies on DHTs[49] (Distributed Hash Tables), the key space is common for
node identifiers and resource keys. The range of keys and nodes identifiers is [0,2m[.
Each node maintains a routing table ofmentries. This table is called finger table. Each finger
tableentrycontains a pair with a key and successor of that key.
When a node Xjoins the overlay network, first it generates its identifier ID and then requests
any network’s peer for its successorS. When the node receives the reply, it stores its
successor’s ID in the finger table. Then, it executes the stabilization and the fix_fingers
functions to discover its predecessor Pand fill its finger table by asking its successor S to
lookup for its successor list.Also the node S will update its finger table and mention the node
X as its predecessor. Once the nodeX established its place within the ring, the stabilizationand
fix_fingersfunctionswill beexecuted periodically in order to updatethe finger table. The
stabilization function is used to check the position of a node within the ring.

The

fix_fingersfunction is used to maintain the finger table up to date.
Let’s consider the following example, shown in the Figure11, where the Node N45 likes to
join the chord ring. N45 asks for its location in the Chord ring. The N1 will reply the N45 and
do inform it that N50 is its successor. Then N45 communicates with N50 in order to express
its hope to join the chord ring. N50 which is the new immediate successor of N45updates its
routing table and makes N45 its new predecessor. N50 informs its old predecessor N40 to
make N45 as its new successor. Then N50 helps the new node N45 to fill its finger table. And
a set of the keys that were managed by N40 will be transferred to its new responsible node
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N45. The finger tables of N40 and N50 before and after the N45 join are respectively shown
in Table 2 and 3. We note that the finger table of N50 is kept intact because N45 is its
predecessor.

N1
N60
N10
N50

N45

N15

N40
N20
N30

Figure 11 New node join according to Chord.

TABLE 2 Finger Tables before a new node join

N40 finger Table
Key

N50 finger Table

Successor

Key

Successor

N40+ 20

N50

N50+ 20

N60

N40+ 21

N50

N50+ 21

N60

N40+ 22

N50

N50+ 22

N60

N40+ 23

N50

N50+ 23

N60

N40+ 24

N60

N50+ 24

N1

N40+ 25

N1

N50+ 25

N1
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TABLE 3 Finger Tables after a new node join.

N40 Finger Table
Key
Successor

N45 finger Table
Key
Successor

N50 Finger Table
Key
Successor

N40+ 20

N45

N45+ 20

N50

N50+ 20

N60

N40+ 21

N45

N45+ 21

N50

N50+ 21

N60

N40+ 22

N45

N45+ 22

N50

N50+ 22

N60

N40+ 23

N50

N45+ 23

N60

N50+ 23

N60

N40+ 24

N60

N45+ 24

N1

N50+ 24

N1

N40+ 25

N1

N45+ 25

N1

N50+ 25

N1

2.2.3.

Chord: Sharing a new resource within the overlay network

To add a new resource to the ring, Chord defines the Put operation [50].First the
noderesponsible for the resource’s key is located and information of the resource is
transferred and stored at the responsible node.Each node in the network is responsible for a
set of keys.
If a network’s peer wishes to share a resource, it adds this item to the key space by hashing
the resource name. Based on the resource key value, the node that has an identifier equal
orimmediatelysuccessor to the resource key will be responsible of this resource. This peer will
be responsible to respond to the requests that regard that particular resource.
2.2.4.

Chord: Lookup Process

Chord provides a distributed lookup protocol. Given a resource identified by a key k, Chord
provides a lookup service that finds theresponsible node of this key k.Chord protocol defines
the lookup(k) function [50] to locate a resource identified by the key k. The lookup returns the
Identifier and the IP addressof the node currently responsible of the key k.Thebasic approach
is to forward a request around the ring through successorlinks until a responsible node is
found. Assuming Chord has N nodes, a lookupoperation requires O(log N) hops to locate an
available resource within the network.
Consider the following example, shown in Figure 12, where N10 is looking for K54. It first
checks its finger table for the responsible node of this key. If no entry is found, it sends a
lookup request to the closest successor to K54 which is the node N45 (as shown in the table
4). Upon receiving the lookup request, N45 checks first its finger table to know the
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responsible node of K54. If this entry is found, the N45 replies the N10 by telling it the
responsible node of that key. Otherwise it retransmits the lookup request to the closest
successor to the key. In our example, N45 knows from its finger table, shown in table 4, that
N60 is the responsible node of K54. It sends a lookup reply to N10 and the lookup process is
ended with a success.

K51
K52

Looks for K54

N1
.

N60
.

N10

K59

N50

N15

N45

Knows K54’s responsible
node

N40
N20
N30

Figure 12Lookup process example in Chord.
TABLE 4Finger Tables during a lookup process.

N10 Finger Table
Key
Successor
N10+ 20

N15

N45+ 20

N50

1

N15

N45+ 2

1

N50

N10+ 22

N15

N45+ 22

N50

N10+ 23

N20

N45+ 23

N60

N10+ 24

N30

N45+ 24

N1

N10+ 25

N45

N45+ 25

N50

N10+ 2

2.2.5.

N45 finger Table
Key
Successor

Chord: Recovery Process

In an overlay network, the peers can leave voluntary or abruptly. Chord is structured as a ring,
where all nodes have two neighbors. A node's neighbors are referred to as successor and
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predecessor.A node sends periodically to its predecessor a message to check its availability. If
no reply is received within a time period, the node can consider its predecessor as unreachable
or failed node and the stabilize function is called to repair the lost links.
A node Lleaving voluntary the network, notifies its successor Sand predecessorP. Also, it
sends the set of keys in its responsibility to its successorS and its successor list to its
predecessor P. Once the successor Sis notified by the departure of the node, it calls the
stabilize function in order to discover its new predecessor. Once the predecessor has been
notified by the departure of the node M, it knows its successor due to the successors list sent
from the node L to its predecessor P.
2.2.6.

Performance of Chord over MANETs

Chord protocol was designed for wired networks like Internet. In order to implement Chord in
mobile environments, several challenging issues should be addressed [68]. Due to bandwidth
limitations of MANETs, the lookup traffic should be reduced as much as possible to
overcome low data rates and network congestion. Also, nodes in MANETs leave and join the
network abruptly, and therefore, the link breaks increase the failure probability of the lookup
request. In order to offer enhanced services to mobile clients, the required Quality of Service
(QoS) for each application must be taken into account.Simulation was performed under
PeerSim to study the Chord behavior in a MANET with 100 nodes. The effect of churn rate
on the performance of Chord was analyzed. The Churn rate describes the arrival and the
departure of the peersin the P2P overlay. In MANETs, the nodes can join or leave the overlay
network freely and randomly. As shown in Figure 13, the failure ratio increases in exponential
way when the network becomes more dynamic. In the case of a fixed wireless network
(Churn rate is equal to 0), the failure ratio is equal to 5% and it exceeds 45% when the
wireless network becomes more dynamic with a churn rate equal to 1/5 (one departure every 5
mins).
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Figure 13 Performance of Chord protocol in fixed and mobile wireless network.

2.3.

Chord over MANETs: Related works

Recently, mobile P2P applications have received growing interest. Many works were
conducted to develop efficient lookup protocols for dynamic environments. In [69] for
example, the authors presented one of the most significant schemes presented in the literature.
They focused to enhance the application performance in dynamic P2P networks. They
proposed a leverage path diversity approach in order to enhance end-to-end application
performance and availability. The approach consists in grouping the overlay nodes into sets,
performing a best path selection mechanism in each set, and selecting a set of paths with
higher diversity. In order to improve the application quality, the authors use a path switching
mechanism. They combined SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) and P2P concepts. The SIP
protocol is kept intact and the SIP servers are unaware of P2P networks. Media is transmitted
via the P2P overlay. To ensure the compatibility of P2P User Agent (UA) with conventional
ones, the P2P UA initiates a standard SIP session. If both application sides (sender and
receiver) are P2P UAs, they will start a P2P media session negotiation procedure. To maintain
the overlay topology, a DHT (Distributed Hash Table) routing protocol is combined with a
path selection and a path switching methods. The path selection mechanism is based on the
node stability; each overlay node evaluates the other nodes’ stability using a survival time
value. The path selection and switching mechanisms introduced in [69] are adapted to mobile
environments by taking into account the node stability but they are not well adapted to
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wireless environments because they didn’t take into account the radio link quality. In our
work, this criterion will be taken into consideration. Existing P2P search algorithms in
MANETs are flooding based searches. This mechanism produces too much overhead traffic.
Since MANET offers limited bandwidth and in which the topology is more dynamic than in
wired environment, then a flooding based search algorithm cannot be suitable for this kind of
network [65]. Compared to structured and unstructured P2P algorithms, the Chord protocol is
more appropriate to MANETs [66]. However, Chord does not offer good performance in a
mobile environment [66]. As a result, the mobility of nodes and the dynamicity of MANETs
are still challenging issues to overcome. A novel approach on bootstrapping Chord over
MANETs,called “Ring Ad hoc Network (RAN) protocol suite” ispresented in [70]. This
approach uses only neighborhoodinformation to build a structured ring topology in node
IDspace. Upon this generated ring, Chord can operate normally.RAN is a distributed protocol,
and three patterns are includedin this suite: distributed exhaustive pattern, virtual
centralizedexhaustive pattern, and random pattern.Authors of [71] were also interested to the
Chord protocol andthey proposed an “Optimized” Chord protocol to solve theconvergence
problem of separated Chord rings over MobileAd hoc Networks. The overlay node will
handle the IPaddresses of neighbors with its Hash algorithm, and then itstores them in a
Chord Neighbor Table (CNT). The optimizedprotocol exploits the information provided by
the routinglayer. Compared to conventional Chord, the optimizedprotocol needs three new
packets in order to support separated rings. The new packets are: Separated rings detection
(SRD)packet used for separated rings detection, Detection Report(DR) packet used for
confirmation of separated rings, andConvergence Commit (CC) packet used for the
convergenceof separated rings.Authors of [72] define two kinds of modified Chord
protocols:Backtracking Chord and Redundant Chord, in order to achievehigh hit ratio and low
search latency in MANETs. In somecases a node cannot continue to search data because
itssuccessor has been abruptly disappeared due to its mobility. In[72], Backtracking Chord
and Redundant Chord are thenproposed to maintain a successors’ table. In the
firstmechanism, a timeout is set to every query search. If no replypacket was received during
this timeout, the query is sent tothe followed successor node in the table instead of
breakingthe search process. This mechanism enhances clearly the hitratio, but it increases the
lookup delay which is an importantparameter for some critical applications like VoIP.
InRedundant Chord mechanism, the requester node sends Rqueries to R successor nodes
simultaneously. R rangesbetween 0 and log N, where N is the network size. Thisalgorithm
reduces search latency by sending queriesconcurrently. This mechanism is heavy to
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implement inWireless and mobile networks like MANETs due to itsresource consumption and
the additional induced overhead traffic. All these efforts attempted to better combine P2P
algorithmswith MANET. In the next section, we present our two contributions to enhance
theperformance of the Chord lookup protocol for MANETs, byreducing the P2P lookup
traffic and failure probability,without increasing the lookup delay.

2.4.

The proposed Chord Enhancements

On the basis of some protocols presented in the last section, we propose two lookup schemes
for P2P applications in MANETs. The first contribution, which is called EMC (Enhanced
Modified Chord) and based on the native Chord protocol,

aims to enhance the Chord

performance inMANETswhile taking into account the threshold QoScriteriarequested by
applications like delay, jitter and Packet loss rate.The second contribution is based on the
backtracking extension defined on [72] and the EMC our first contribution.
2.4.1.

EMC (Enhanced Modified Chord)

2.4.1.1.

Idea description

In orderto provide communication between overlay nodes, the DHTrouting Chord protocol is
used. We opt for Chord rather thanother DHT protocols, for its attractive low overhead [63].In
order to enhance the Chord protocol performance for real time applications, in wireless and
mobile networks, wedevelop a new path selection mechanism based on thecombination of
parameters like nodes’ stability and theapplication type in use, for which is defined a typical
thresholddelay.
During the initialization phase of the overlay network, and when inserting a new node, every
overlay node constructs its Finger Table according to the Chord protocol. The Finger Table
contains the correspondence pair (Key, Finger) where Key is the resource Identifier and
Finger is the successor of the current node in the direction to the node hosting the resource.
Every node sends, also, periodically Ping message to all its successors to update the
information of latency and stability related to the link established with each of its successors.
The Finger Table, in our contribution, then contains the following fields (Key, Finger, delay,
stability).
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When an overlay node wishes to obtain a specific resource, it sends a lookup message within
the overlay network. Compared to the traditional chord protocol, the lookup message includes
two additional fields to carry delay and stability information.
Delay and Stability metrics will be used to calculate the best paths to be established between
the overlay node requesting for the resource and the overlay node having this resource. To do
this, the node looking for the resource will search at the Overlay network and in parallel it
establishes a path in the Ad hoc network with its successor.
Its successor will, also, search paths with its next successor, both at the level of the overlay
network and at the Ad hoc network. The search path mechanism at Ad hoc is based on the
routing protocol AOMDV (Ad hoc On demand Multipath Distance Vector). The QoS metrics
represented by the Delay and the Stability fields which are recorded in the Finger Table are
calculated from the ad hoc network after the establishment of paths between the successor
nodes i and i +1, due to the AOMDV protocol.


The Stability field is calculated from the Route Error packets received by a successor
node i from the successor node i +1 through the ad hoc path which connects them
permanently. At each reception of a new Route Error packet, the stability of the link
between these two nodes degrades and the metric will be incremented by 1.



The Delay field is the average between the Route Request packet sending time and the
Route Reply reception time, separating the successor nodes i and i +1 on the path that
connects them permanently at the Ad hoc network.

When the source receives the response message to the query lookup across multiple overlay
paths, it retains in its Finger Table the paths that satisfy the delay constraint. It calculates,
then, the cost function of each overlay path. Finally, it chooses the best path satisfying these
two constraints.
Our approach is mainly based on the determination of the pathoffering the minimum cost. We
define then a cost function asbeing the combination of the partial costs related to
eachconstraint. The cost function is proportional to the cost relatedto stability “Cs”, while it is
conversely proportional to thecosts related to delay “Cd”. Then, we can write:
(1)
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Given that the delay and the node stability are additivemetrics, their relative costs are
expressed as the following:
(2)
Where D is the threshold delay for a specific application,PT(src,dest) is the source to
destination path, and di is thedelay of the link i.
(3)
Siis the node stability of the link i.
In order to meet the QoS constraint used by ourcontribution, the following formula must be
verified:
(4)
According to formula (1), we sort the paths in an increasingway, and then, we offer the path
diversity. Each key or nodecan therefore be reached via different paths.
We select the path offering the best performance and we storethe other ones to be used for
path switching during theapplication session. To avoid algorithm complexity, thecandidates
for path switching should be the best two or three[73]. In our proposed scheme, three entries
are selected forpath switching.
Based on the conventional Chord table, we create a new onethat depends on the path delay,
the node stability and the delaythresholds.
The main path selection algorithm is performed as below:
1) Network Initialization
2) Delete from the routing table the successors’nodes that do not satisfy the delay
thresholdconstraint.
3) For each destination (dest), determine all thepossible paths from the source.
a. Compute the delay and stabilityfor each node.
b. If the delay constraint D issatisfied continue with the samepath, else switch to another path.
4) If for a specific destination (dest), multiplepaths founded, select the path providing
theminimum cost computed according toformula (1).
2.4.1.2.

Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of our scheme and tocompare it to the native Chord and
to the backtracking Chord,dedicated respectively to wire networks and to MANETs,
wepropose to investigate both its scalability within a dynamicnetwork, and its behavior in a
mobile environment through simulation investigation.Our simulation was performed using
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Peersim simulation tool[74], in which we have included the Chord patch provided by[75], and
implemented our novel protocol
At first, we consider a wireless static network and we analyzethe performance of the different
protocols according to the network size whichvaries from 50 up to 250 nodes.After, we
simulate a dynamic network with 100 nodes. Inorder to consider the nodes’ mobility, we vary
the churn rateper time as defined in [76]. The arrival and departure of nodesfollow a Poisson
distribution with average varying from1churnper5 min to 1 churn per20 min.For all simulated
protocols, we consider that a node will callthe Chord stabilization function when needed only
and notperiodically.In our simulation, the Ping dissemination is executedperiodically every 30
seconds to enhance the finger table entries freshness. Traffic will be generated every 20
secondsby sending a new lookup message between sender anddestination, chosen randomly.
We compare the different protocols’ behavioraccording to the following three parameters:


Lookup latency: is the time taken by a lookupmessage to reach its destination.



Lookup failure probability: this represents the ratio of lost or unreachable lookup
messages compared to thesent ones.



The overhead traffic or the number of managementmessages induced by the
protocols

a. Scalability investigation

Simulation results of the scalability investigation are presentedin Figures 14, 15 and 16. Based
on the lookup latency results andcompared to legacy and Backtracking Chord protocols,
wenote that our Enhanced Mobile Chord (EMC) protocoldoesn’t introduce an additional
processing time. This is alwaystrue even if we implement a new path selection process
thatcombines the delay and the node stability while taking intoaccount the delay threshold. As
a result, our protocol offersbetter lookup delay than Chord when the network sizeincreases.
Also, we note that Backtracking Chord offers thehighest lookup latency because of its
mechanism that allowssetting the timeout for each lookup request.From the number of
generated management messages, we notethat the Enhanced Mobile Chord protocol
outperforms Chordprotocol when the number of nodes increases in the network.Our
contribution minimizes the need to perform stabilizeprocess thanks to the use of the ping
messages-basedalgorithm, created to update the routing table. As a result, theoverhead traffic
decreases.
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As Compared to Chord protocol, EMC enhances the successfullookup ratio and decreases the
failure probability. EMC is thenmore scalable than Chord.Backtracking Chord generates
much more overhead trafficthan Chord when the network size exceeds 200 nodes. This isdue
to the fact that for one resource request, the BacktrackingChord protocol can call the stability
function in many timesbecause it may send the request to many successor nodes. So itneeds
more efficient stabilization mechanism than Chord.
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Figure 14 Lookup latency vs network size.
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Figure 16 Failure probability vs network size.
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b. Mobility Investigation

In this investigation, we varied the period of time in which thenodes join or leave the network.
The churn rate will vary from1 churn per 20 min to 1 churn per 5 min.We used the
sameconditions as defined in [76].From the figures 17, 18, and 19 shown below, our
enhancedprotocol outperforms chord and backtracking in terms ofoverhead traffic and lookup
latency.In terms of failure, it is clear that Chord is the worst protocol.It offers the highest
failure because it is not adapted towireless and dynamic networks. It doesn’t also support
anyadditional method to optimize the failure number. We notealso that our contribution
minimizes the failure numbergenerated by Chord. Simulation results show also
thatBacktracking Chord is slightly better than our EMC protocolin terms of failure
probability, because it implements abacktracking mechanism in which a lookup request can
besent several times. Backtracking Chord offers the highestoverhead traffic and lookup
latencies. Consequently, we cannote that Backtracking is more adapted to MANETs
thanChord but it consumes much more bandwidth resources.Moreover, it offers higher delay
which is a constraint for real time applications.
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Figure 17 Lookup latency vs churn rate.
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Figure 18 Overhead traffic vs churn rate.
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Figure 19 Failure probability vs churn rate.
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2.4.2.

Enhanced Backtracking Chord for MANETs

2.4.2.1.

Idea description

Authors of [72] define two kinds of modified Chord protocols:Backtracking Chord and
Redundant Chord, in order to achievehigh hit ratio and low search latency in MANETs. In
somecases a node cannot continue to search data because itssuccessor has been abruptly
disappeared due to its mobility. In[72], Backtracking Chord and Redundant Chord are
thenproposed to maintain a successors’ table.In Redundant Chord mechanism, the requester
node sends multiplequeries to R successor nodes simultaneously.R rangesbetween 0 and log
N, where N is the network size. Thisalgorithm reduces search latency by sending
queriesconcurrently. This mechanism is heavy to implement inWireless and mobile networks
like MANETs due to itsresource consumption and the additional overhead trafficinduced. For
these reasons we will focus on the first methodproposed by the authors of [72], which is more
adapted toMANETs.In order to overcome the lookup failures caused by the linkbreakage due
to the abrupt disappearance of the successornode, the Backtracking defines a timeout
mechanism. When anode have a source to request or to look for, it sends a lookuprequest like
in Chord but also it sets a timeout to every query search. If no reply packet was received
during this timeout, thequery is sent to the followed successor node in the tableinstead of
breaking the search process. The retransmissionnumber is defined by the value of “t”where
“t” is a value between0 and log N where N is the network size.This mechanism enhances
clearly the hit ratio, but it increasesthe lookup delay which is an important parameter for
somecritical applications like VoIP. Also it didn’t take into accountthe network dynamicity
since the finger and successor tables’creation and updating stay intact compared to Chord
protocol.
Backtracking Chord and EMC attempted to better combineP2P algorithms with MANET.In
this context, we propose to combine these two protocols calledEnhanced Backtracking Chord
for Mobile and WirelessNetworks.
On the basis of the above described protocols, we propose tocombine the enhancements
defined by Backtracking and EMC.In order to reduce the failure ratio, the combined protocol
willinclude the retransmission process provided by Backtracking.In order to perform well in
dynamic networks, the combinedprotocol will include the path selection mechanism based
onthe stability node defined by EMC.Also a path selection process based on the application
requirements in terms ofQoS is defined in order to provide a successful lookup process for
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real time applications like VoIP.The combined protocol, called “EBC (Enhanced
BacktrackingChord)“, will not only inherit from the DHT protocolChord which is more
suitable for MANETs than the otherstructured and unstructured P2P algorithms [66] but also
fromEMC and Backtracking protocols to well adapt the Chord toMANETs.Like in EMC, the
network’s nodes will periodically acquireinformation about paths latencies and nodes’
stability bysending ping messages. This information will be stored in themodified finger table
that will not only include the Finger keyand the successor node fields but also two extra
fieldscontaining the path delay and stability values.According to the path diversity included
on EMC, each keycan be reached by at most three paths.Based on this modified finger table,
the sender will send alookup request to the successor node giving the best pathstability and
latency according to the cost function defined byEMC.Like in Backtracking Chord, a timeout
is set once the lookuprequest is sent. If no reply is received during this timeout, thesource
node will try to transmit the request to another successor node.It checks its modified Finger
table for this entry. First, itchecks if there is another defined node giving the second bestpath
performance to the resource or key looked for. If thisnode is found so the lookup request will
be sent to this node.Otherwise, the query will be sent to the next stage successornode like in
Backtracking chord. Figure 20 shows theflowchart of the Enhanced Backtracking Chord
(EBC). We define Rasthe retransmission number and t the maximum number of allowed
transmission.
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Set the retransmission number R to 0
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Figure 20Lookup algorithm of Enhanced Backtracking Chord.
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Lookup Failure

2.4.2.2.
a.

Performance Evaluation

Scalability investigation

Simulation results of the scalability investigation are presentedin Figures 21 and 22. Based on
the lookup latency results andcompared to Backtracking Chord protocols, we denote thatour
Enhanced Backtracking Chord (EBC) protocol doesn’tintroduce an additional processing
time. This is always truesince it implements a path selection process that combines thedelay
and the node stability while taking into account thedelay threshold even if a retransmission is
needed. As a result,our protocol offers slightly better lookup delay thanBacktracking Chord
when the network size increases. Also,we note that Backtracking Chord offers the highest
lookuplatency because of its retransmission mechanism that allowssetting the timeout for each
lookup request.Compared to EMC and Backtracking Chord protocols, EBCenhances the
successful lookup ratio and decreases the failureprobability. EBC is then more scalable than
EMC andBacktracking Chord.
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Figure 21Lookup latency vs network size.
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Figure 22Failure probabilityvs network size.
b. Mobility investigation

In this investigation, we varied the period of time in which thenodes join or leave the network.
The churn rate will vary from1 churn per 20 min to 1 churn per 5 min.We used the
sameconditions as defined in [76].From the Figures 23 and 24 shown below, the Enhanced
Mobile
Chord protocol outperforms the Backtracking Chord and theEnhanced Backtracking in term
of lookup latency since itdidn’t include the retransmission mechanism.In terms of failure, it is
clear that Enhanced Mobile Chord isthe worst protocol. It offers the highest failure because
itdoesn’t support a specific failure avoidance method since thelookup fails once the successor
node disappears abruptlybefore the Finger table update. Simulation results show alsothat
Backtracking Chord is better than the EMC protocol interms of failure probability, because it
implements abacktracking mechanism in which a lookup request can besent several times.
Due to this mechanism, Backtracking offershigher lookup latencies than EMC. We note also
that ourcombined protocol EBC minimizes the failure number andadds a slight delay to the
lookup latency compared to thebacktracking protocol. Consequently, we can note
thatEnhanced Backtracking Chord is more adapted to MANETsin term of failure probability
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than EMC and BacktrackingChord but it offers higher delay compared to EMC which is
aconstraint for real time applications.
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1/5

Conclusion
The most considerable challenging issues in MANETs are theconstrained bandwidth, mobility
and the QoS requested bycustomers. In order to develop a search algorithm adapted
toMANETs, we take into account the node stability, the pathdelay and the QoS threshold
(delay) defined for theapplication in use. Also, a retransmission process was considered in a
second stage to reduce the failure probability. Our two proposed schemesEMCand EBCwere
based onChord because it is proven that Chord generates less trafficoverhead compared to
other protocols.
Compared to Chord and Backtracking Chord protocols, EMCsolves the lookup latency and
the overhead traffic problems, but it offers slightly higher failure probability
thanBacktracking Chord. Compared to EMC and Backtracking Chord protocols, EBCsolves
the lookup failure problems,but it offers slightly higher lookup latency thanEMC(Enhanced
Mobile Chord).
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Chapter 3. Quality Aware Routing Protocols for MANETs
Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are dynamic networks that rely on wireless medium. In
order to well adapt a routing protocol to such networks, we must take into account the node
stability, the sudden link breakage caused by node mobility or expired life energy. Also, the
path quality is very important to transmit real time data in such networks. Our objective is to
find a path with sufficient resources to satisfy a given delay, packet loss rate, jitter and
bandwidth requirements in Mobile Ad hoc Networks. In this chapter, we describe first some
related works on enhancing routing over MANETs. Then, we propose a Path Quality and
Path Stability aware routing protocolbased on a cross layer approach.

3.1.

Routing over MANETs: Related works

3.1.1.

Enhancements based on routing process modification

Since real time applications represent one of the main critical services in wireless and mobile
networks, many protocol designs have been proposed to enhance the application quality of
service as well as quality of experience in such networks. Some existing contributionsare
based on the use of prediction methods in order to get information about the link performance
and availability and route the data packets across the better link. Other contributions use a
cross layer approach in order to exploit the essential information derived from lower layers. In
order to improve the stability of routing in Mobile ad hoc networks, the authors of [77]
propose a new routing protocol PS-AORP (Path Stability based Ad-hoc On demand Routing
protocol). PS-AORP takes into account the path stability through the link stability entropy.
The link stability is computed based on the relative position change value between two
neighbor nodes during a time interval. Every network node gets its position through the GPS
technology and exchanges it with its neighbors through a new defined packet. Based on this
relative position, the authors calculate the change probability between nodes during a period
of time in order to compute the link stability entropy. To get information about the whole path
stability, the authors multiply the link stability entropy of the links in a specific path. Based
on the simulation study [77], PS-AORP improves the end-to-end delay compared to AODV
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and DSR. Meanwhile, due to the node’s position exchange process, PS-AORP suffers from
the increase of overhead traffic. The authors of [78] consider the path delivery probability and
the path delay to select the best path from source to destination during route discovery. The
path delivery probability is computed as the sum of the link delivery probabilities, similar to
the path delay which is computed as the sum of the link delays. The authors of [79] propose a
unicast routing protocol to minimize the stability hop count and end-to-end delay per data
packet. The proposed routing protocol [79] uses predicted link expiration times to weight the
links. Similar to AODV, the proposed protocol is a source initiated on demand routing
protocol that initiates a global broadcast query reply cycle to discover routes. Once the
destination receives a route query, it chooses the route with the lowest sum of the link
weights.
To enhance the AODV performance in MANETs, The authors of [80] uses GPS to enhance
AODV. The proposed protocol aims to limit the routing discovery control messages of
AODV using the LAR route discovery process.
AODV saves only the least hops path to the destination in Mobile Ad hoc Networks, when a
link is broken, a new route to the destination must be rediscovered, which will increase the
network overhead. Based on this issue, the authors of [81] propose a new extension called
MAODV (Modified AODV) to improve the performance of AODV in MANETs by
establishing a more stable path between the source and the destination. MAODV [81] uses the
Hello and RREQ messages defined in AODV to measure the path stability from source to
destination. Based on the carried information about the path stability in the RREQ, the
destination node selects the most stable path to the source node. Compared to AODV,
MAODV improves the packet delivery and reduces the route overhead and the route
discovery frequency.
The authors of [82] propose a Hybrid Cross Layer Routing protocol (HCLR). It consists of
three components: Proactive Routing mechanism, Reactive Routing mechanism and Cross
Layer Interface (CLI). The Reactive Routing component performs a light weight routing
discovery in a local n-hop neighborhood on the basis of the global routing table already
generated by the proactive routing component. The reactive routing component periodically
queries the link quality information from the MAC layer. The CLI defines the cross layer
communication between the routing components and the MAC layer.
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According to [83], Multi-path routing protocols are more suitable to MANETs than single
path routing protocols, since they reduce the end-to-end delay, increase reliability and provide
robustness. The authors [83] propose Ad Hoc On demand multi-path Distance Vector with
Sufficient Bandwidth Aware to improve the original AOMDV routing protocol. AOMDV
discovers multiple paths between the source and the destination during the route discovery
process and uses hop by hop routing approach. To improve AOMDV, the authors in [83] add
Channel Free Time (CFT) constraint to the route establishment phase. Based on CFT value,
an intermediate node forwards the RREQ packet if CFT value is superior or equal to a defined
threshold. Otherwise, it drops the received RREP in order to reduce the routing overhead.
The authors of [84] propose a variant to AODV in MANETs. The proposed protocol is a cross
layer multi-path protocol. It employs cross layer communication across the PHY, MAC, and
Routing layers to achieve link and channel awareness. The proposed protocol O-QMRP
(Optimized QoS Multi path Routing Protocol) uses the link quality in terms of delay, data
rate, and SNR(Signal to Noise Rate) as criteria to select links to establish the path between
source and destination nodes. Based on simulation, the authors note that O-QMRP
outperforms AODV and AOMDV in terms of average throughput, end-to-end delay and
packet delivery.
3.1.2.

Enhancements based on cross layer design

Routing in dynamic networks stills a challenging issue. To achieve greater performance, some
works exploit the cross layer interactions as well as possible. The authors of [62] and [63]
exploit the broadcasting nature of the wireless mediumto capture packets that are not intended
to the node. The MAC layer will overhear the medium and forwards all relevant information
to the application layer. This layer will extract the useful information from the incoming
packets to update its overlay table. In fact the node overhears the different incoming packets
of its neighbors and transmits these packets to the Application layer. Moreover the authors of
[63] exploit the cross layer between Application and MAC layers to propagate P2P
information over the network.
The authors of [85] describe the LEMO (Less Remaining Hop More Opportunity) algorithm
that gives more priority to the closest packets to their destinations. It calculates the ratio
based on the remaining hop number. The information of total hop numbers or remaining hop
numbers can be known from the network layer. A cross layer interaction between MAC and
Network layers is then defined to communicate the required information.
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In [86], the authors try to overcome the following situation when two Mobile Ad hoc
Networks are overlapped while their P2P networks are disconnected in overlay layer. The
authors propose then a cross layer approach to detect this situation and merge these P2P
networks at overlay layer. To merge P2P networks over MANETs, the authors of [86] define
two phases: at first, detection of the merging of P2P networks at overlay layer and after
merging the P2P networks.
Authors of [87] describe a cross layer design for LEO satellite Ad Hoc networks. They define
three cross layer optimizations: The first one is a specific integrated MAC/PHY layer that
aims to provide accurate information about the link quality. The second one controls the
sliding window of TCP in transport protocol and the third one is a Balanced Routing protocol
(BRP) which adopts DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) protocol to LEO satellite networks.The
balanced routing mechanism is based on the 1-hop information.
In [87], the priority information is provided by the applications themselves, while the wireless
link quality is provided by the defined MAC/PHY layer. The routing protocol uses links with
better quality based on the wireless link quality information. The TCP layer adjusts the
congestion window size according to the MAC/PHY layer information and the application
priority.
3.1.3.

Enhancements based on prediction methods

To improve the routing performance over dynamic networks such MANETs, some works
deploys prediction methods in order to get more accurate information about the network status
and select the more appropriate path to route the data from source to destination. In order to
select a reliable path in MANET, a criterion to judge the path reliability is defined in [88].
According to the authors of [88], the reliability of a path depends on the number of the links
and the reliability of each composing link. The authors of [88] address the measurement of the
link availability. According to the authors, a link is available only if it satisfies the minimum
requirements of a successful communication. The link availability criterion is used to measure
the probability that a link is available. This paper [88] defines a prediction method to evaluate
the link availability.To estimate link availability, a node first predicts at time t0 a continuous
time period Tpduring which a current available link can be lost while considering stationary
nodes. Based on the predicted Tp, the node estimates the probability L(Tp) that a link will be
really lost at t0+Tp by considering changes in velocities occurring between t0 and t0+Tp. In
[88], the authors assume that a node knows its position through the GPS. It broadcasts the
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gathered information to its neighbors. In MANETs, the nodes depend on battery power. To
decrease the battery waste induced by routing process due to the frequent path lost, the
authors of [89] define an energy aware extension to the proactive protocol OLSR. The
proposed extension called OLSR-EA (OLSR-Energy Aware) aims to minimize the end-to-end
consumed energy during the routing process

by optimizing the following function:
(5)

Where

is the energy cost of the route R interval t.

is the energy cost of the node n

which belongs to the route R during the interval t.
The energy cost, which is considered as a routing selection metric, takes into account the
transmission power consumption and the residual energy. Each node in the network measures
its energy consumption periodically. The authors choose the interval of generating
TC(Topology Control) messages as the interval to measure the node’s energy consumption.
The most recent measured values are used to predict the future energy consumption using the
ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) model. The residual energy of a node
is estimated based on the predicted energy consumption. The energy cost is computed
considering the node’s transmission power and its estimated residual energy. The energy cost
of the node is then disseminated to the other nodes through the topology information
exchange process defined by the OLSR. The authors of [90] propose an enhancement to the
proactive routing protocol OLSR named OLSR-MC(OLSR MultiCriteria). The OLSR deploys
the hop count as a routing metric to select the best path. OLSR-MC uses a multi-criteria
routing metric. This metric depends on delay, energy cost and link stability metrics. Each
node in the network measures all these metrics in individual way with no need to information
exchange with other nodes. These measurements will be used to predict the future values
which will be disseminated to the other nodes through normal periodic routing information
exchanges. Each node receiving new predicted metric values, evaluates the best routes to all
known nodes by measuring the utility. The utility is the normalized weighted sum of the
individual metric values of each known node-link pair. In order to evaluate the different
metrics, the authors define prediction methods. According to the authors [90], the dominant
delay component in a MANET is the queuing delay. For this reason, the delay prediction deals
with the queuing delay prediction. The link stability is defined as the residual lifetime of that
link [90]. In order to predict the queuing delay and the energy consumption, the authors in
[90] use the DES (Double Exponential Smoothing) method. The DES method adds the
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calculation of a trend factor on top of exponential smoothing. It handles time series having a
sort of trends in addition to a varying mean. To predict the link stability, the authors use a
heuristic method based on the normal like distribution of the link lifetime. The authors in [91]
propose a routing algorithm based on the link failure prediction. The proposed algorithm
deploys the link failure as a metric to select the next hop during the routing discovery process.
The link failure metric depends on the power level of the node and its predicted position. The
authors in [92] define a routing protocol based on bandwidth prediction. The proposed
algorithm takes into account the future node bandwidth during the route selection process. A
prediction method based on probabilistic scheme is used to estimate the future bandwidth
value based on old ones. The proposed routing protocol in [92] uses the Hello message to get
information from neighbors. The available bandwidth of a node is computed as the difference
between the maximum link bandwidth and the sum of the consumed bandwidth with its
neighbors. The available bandwidth measurements are used to predict the future value and the
probability that the node becomes saturated. The authors in [93] define a route lifetime
prediction method in order to enhance the routing performance in MANET. The lifetime of a
route in MANET depends on the lifetime of its composing links and the lifetime of
intermediate nodes. The predicted link lifetime depends on the relative mobility and the
distance between the two nodes connected through this link. The predicted lifetime of a node
is the estimation of its battery lifetime. The authors in [94] propose a prediction method in
order to evaluate the link expiration time and determine the link stability. The proposed
method uses the GPS in order to estimate the link expiration time. Based on the location
information gathered from GPS, the expiration time of a link between two adjacent nodes
depends on the current positions, the speed and the moving directions of these nodes. In order
to take into account the sudden changes of the nodes movement, the predicted link expiration
time is based on the current value and a defined variable called MAF (Mobility Adjustment
Factor).MAF depends on the energy levels and the moving directions of the nodes. The
authors in [95] propose a routing protocol that aims to find the paths that meet the application
requirements in term of delay. It selects the pathwith the high link stability. The link stability
is measured based on the speed, moving directions and the positions of the two neighbor
nodes. The future delay value is predicted based on the current value and the delay variety.
The delay variety is defined as the difference between the current delay value and the past
one.
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3.2.

Proposed Routing Enhancement

3.2.1.

Idea description

3.2.1.1.

Overview

The interactions between MAC, Routing and Application layers are fully exploited to enhance
the routing performance of real time applications in wireless networks. We propose a cross
layer architecture that involves two cross layer designs. The first design aims to exploit MAC
layer in order to provide accurate information about the end-to-end path quality. The second
one adapts the routing protocol to the wireless environment and the application requirements.
Based on this design, the routing protocol will consider quality aware paths and balance the
traffic in the network based on the application layer’s information. We use the cross layer
infrastructure presented in Figure 25. As shown in Figure 25, three new optimization modules
are introduced. The first module is called “Exploiting MAC layer”. It provides accurate
information about the link and the path quality using prediction methods. Information about
the whole path’s quality will be stored in the routing table of the Layer 3. The second module
is the “EBRP (Enhanced Balanced Routing Protocol)”, a routing protocol designed to select
the optimized paths during the routing process and to provide a fair allocation of traffic
among different paths. The third module is denoted “XLME (Cross Layer Management
Entity)” used to classify the traffics according to their QoS requirements. This entity is based
on communications through sockets. According to our approach, the path quality information
is provided by the cross layer design between the routing layer and the MAC layer, while the
application class information is provided by the cross layer interaction between the routing
layer and the upper-layers through the XLME. The routing layer protocol EBRP uses paths
quality to perform a context aware routing. It also provides a load balancing mechanism based
on the application class. To achieve a traffic differentiation routing, we define three service
classes based on the applications requirements defined by the ITU-G1010 recommendation
[96]:


Class 1: Error tolerant and delay sensitive applications



Class 2: Error and delay tolerant applications



Class 3: Timely and non-error tolerant applications
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Figure 25Proposed Cross layer design and the end-to-end communication through sockets.
The application’s classes are defined according to the acceptable QoS criteria, defined by the
ITU-G1010 recommendation [96], as shown in the following table.

TABLE 5 Classes of service parameters.

3.2.1.2.

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Thresholddelay

150 ms

400ms

4s

Thresholdjitter

1 ms

1ms

Not Applicable

Thresholdpacketloss

3%

1%

0%

Threshold data rate

4 Kbit/s

16 Kbit/s

20Kbit/s

Exploiting MAC layer Information

In the conventional MAC layer, each node can get information only about the link quality of
its neighbors from the physical layer. Also, the quality of a path depends on the quality of its
composing links. In order to provide the whole path quality information, a cross layer
approach between MAC and routing layer is designed. In this section, we propose a method to
exploit MAC layer to get information about the whole path quality. We define a variable
called “PPQ (Predicted Path Quality)” that represents the whole path quality. PPQ will be
used as an attribute to rank the paths to the same destination in the routing layer.
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PPQ is computed using two metrics: the Loss ProbabilityP of the whole destination path, and
the Path LatencyD. To select the best quality route that optimizes the PPQ, we use the SAW
(Simple Additive Weighting) method [97] as the MADM (Multi-Attribute Decision Making)
method.
Based on SAW, the PPQ of a route i is calculated as a weighted sum function of Path Loss
Ratio and the Path Latency. It is defined as the following:
(6)
Piand Diare respectively the Predicted Packet Loss Ratio and the end-to-end delay of the
pathifrom source to destination. Pth and Dth are the acceptable threshold values of Packet Loss
and delay respectively defined on Table 5. wp and wd are the weights of Packet Loss and delay.
The weights value depends on the traffic class. More the parameter is critical for the traffic,
more its weight is higher. ForClass 1, we assume that the delay is much more important than
Packet Loss. For Class 2, the weights of delay and Packet Loss are equal since the applications
of this class are not critical in terms of delay and Packet Loss. ForClass 3, we consider that the
Packet Loss is much more important delay since no error is tolerated. To compute the wp and
wd of each class, we use the AHP(Analytic Hierarchy Process) method [98].
The link quality is predicted by the MAC layer by sensing the wireless media shared with its
neighbors. Each node predicts the link quality and stores this information in its neighbors
table. To store the link quality, two new fields are introduced in the neighbors table of each
node. One field stores the link delay and the other one stores the link loss ratio.The whole
path’s quality will be acquired by exchanging information between MAC and Routing layers.
To get information about the whole path’s quality, a new field called PQ (Path Quality)is
added in the Layer 3’s RREP(Route Reply) packet.
This field will contain two subfields: one to carry the path delay and the second one to carry
the Packet Loss Ratio. These two subfields will be set to the initial value by the destination
node and updated by the intermediate and the source nodes. Each subfield of the PQ field will
be updated according to the carried metric. The delay is a cumulative metric, upon receiving a
RREP, every node adds the predicted link delay to the value contained in the delay subfield.
The Packet Loss is a multiplicative metric, upon receiving a RREP, the intermediate nodes
multiply the predicted link packet loss by the value in the loss subfield of the RREP by the
appropriate link’s packet loss. In such way, the RREP will carry thedelay and the packet loss
of the whole path between destination and source nodes.
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Based on the assumption that Packet Loss is a multiplicative metric, the whole Packet Loss
RatioPof a path ifrom source Src to destination Dest is computed as the multiplication of the
Packet Loss Ratio of its composing links Pk according to (7):
(7)
Since the delay is an additive metric [99], the end-to-end delay of a path D is computed as the
sum of delays Dkof its composing links according to the following equation:

(8)
3.2.1.3.

Proposed Protocol EBRP(Enhanced Balanced Routing Protocol)

We propose a routing protocol called “EBRP (Enhanced Balanced Routing Protocol)” to
enhance the data routing performance according to the traffic class. EBRP is extended from
the AOMDV protocol. AOMDV [8, 10] is a reactive multi-path routing protocol. In this
protocol, a source node can establish multiple loop free paths to a destination node in one
route discovery. The source node selects the shortest path that minimizes the number of hops
to forward the data packets.
Considering the AOMDV routing protocol, we introduce a new field called “PQ (Path
Quality)” in the RREP (Route Reply) packet. The PQ field is divided into two subfields, Loss
and Delay to carry the loss probability and the latency of the path. The RREP’ structures of
AOMDV and EBRP are shown in Figure26.

Type

Type

ACK

ACK

Last hop

Hop

Destination

Originator

Count

IP address

IP address

(a)

AOMDV

Last

Hop

PQ

hop

Count

Loss

(b)

Delay

Destination

Originator

IP address

IP address

Lifetime

Lifetime

EBRP

Figure 26RREP format of (a) AOMDV and (b) EBRP.
PQ will have “0” as default value for the Delay subfield, and “1” for the Loss subfield, and
will be used to carry the path quality information between source and destination nodes.
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Upon receiving a RREP, intermediate nodes update the PQ subfields by the appropriate
values based on the information stored on its neighbors’ table, and according to the metric
type. The Loss subfield is a multiplicative metric; the intermediate nodes multiply the Loss
value in the RREP by the appropriate link loss. The Delay is a cumulative metric; the
intermediate node adds the link’s latency to the value of the Delay subfield of the received
RREP.
Upon receiving a RREP, the source node updates the PQ field and its routing table. A source
node may receive multiple RREP from the same destination through different paths.It keeps at
most the three best quality paths. The algorithm used to update the PQ field of the RREP
packet is shown as the following:
Algorithm1. Quality Path Update
If RREQ received
{
If (the destination node equal to the node address)
{
Initiate the Quality field of the RREP
Put Packet loss subfield to 1
Put Delay subfield to 0
Send RREP
}
If (the destination node not equal to the node address)
Transmit RREQ
}
If RREP received
{
If (the destination node equal to source node of corresponding RREQ)
{
Update the Quality field in the RREP
Get the predicted information from the Quality field in the RREP
Weight the path for the each application’s class defined according to the equation 5
Sort the paths according to their weights based on the application’s class
Compute the path stability for each weighted path
Sort the weighted paths class according to the stability criterion
Store only the more stable weighted paths
}
Else update the Quality field in the RREP.
}
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To store the path’s quality two new fields are added in the node’s routing table. The routing
table fields of AOMDV and EBRP are shown in Figure 27.
EBRP uses a PPQ (Predicted Path Quality) and a Route Stability metrics to sort the routes to
the same destination. Also, it provides a load balancing mechanism based on the traffic class
information provided from the upper layers.
In order to select the most stable route from the best quality ones, we add
theStabilityparameterin the routing table, as shown in Figure 27, to indicate the route stability.
The Stabilityparameter represents the durability of a specific path in the routing table.It
corresponds to a counter which indicates the presence of a path in the routing table.The stable
path towards a destination is the one that maximizes its Stability metric.During routing table
maintenance, we verify the validity of each path present in this table and we increment the
Stability parameter. With this parameter, the EBRP behaves differently from the conventional
AOMDV routing protocol.To predict the stability of a path, we compute its durability.
In the routing table, EBRP stores multiple routes to the same destination. These routes will be
sorted according to their quality and then according to their stability. A node will store at most
three different paths to the same destination as in AOMDV. The route with appropriate
stability will be selected during the route discovery phase according to a load balancing
approach that takes into account the traffic category. We propose a per traffic load balancing
method.
“Per traffic load balancing” means that the node sends data packets that belong to the same
traffic class over one path. Given two existing paths to the same destination, all packets from
traffic Class 1 will be sent over path 1, all packets from traffic Class 2 go over path 2 and so
on. In this way, we preserve packet sequence and synchronization.
Based on the traffic class information got from upper layers, the routing layer, first, computes
the Predicted Paths Quality PPQ as defined in (5) based on the appropriate

and

and

then selects the best path to route the traffic flow based on its stability. If two paths have the
same PPQ and the same stability, the path that optimizes the traffic class requirements will be
chosen for data routing. If the traffic belongs to Class 1 or Class 2, the path having the lower
Delay will be chosen. If the traffic belongs to Class 3, the path offering the minimum Loss
will be chosen.
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Figure 27Routing table structure in (a) AOMDV and (b) EBRP.
3.2.1.4.

L3/L7 Cross layer

a. Socket Overview

In this contribution, we exploit the socket information to communicate the traffic
characteristics from the Application layer to the Routing layer.
The socket is an inter-process communication point used to connect the service end points
[100], as shown in Figure 25. Once the connection is established, both sides can send and
receive data. A socket is characterized by its domain, type, and address. Two processes can
communicate with each other only if their sockets have the same type and are in the same
domain. The most widely used domains are: the Unix domain known as AF_UNIX and the
Internet domain known as AF_INET. Each domain has its own address format. Considering
the Internet domain’ sockets, there are two widely used socket types: the stream sockets known
as SOCK_STREAM and datagram sockets known as SOCK_DGRAM. Depending on
thesockets’ type a specific communication protocol will be chosen to transmit the data. Stream
sockets use TCP asreliable and connection oriented protocol, TCP is referred as
IPPROTO_TCP. Datagram sockets use the unreliable and connectionless transport protocol
UDP known as IPPROTO_UDP. To communicate through sockets, the service creates first the
socket by specifying its domain, type and protocol. This creation is performed by the socket
function. If the socket is created successfully, the socket function returns an integer which
identifies the socket known as the socket’s descriptor. Once the socket is created, it must be
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assigned to an address through the bind function in order to communicate with the other
network’s entities. The socket and bind functions are defined as follow:
int socket (int domain, inttype, int protocol);
int bind (int descriptor, struct sockaddr_in *address, int address_length);
b. Designed L3-L7 cross layer.

In our contribution, we consider communications between the MANET nodes. We create a
new socket’s domain AF_AH to identify our ad hoc domain. To transmit the socket’s data, we
consider the EBRP protocol designed by IPPROTO_EBRP. We use raw sockets known as
SOCK_RAW. The SOCK_RAW is a type of socket designed to send and receive IP packets
without specifying a transport protocol.
The defined ad hoc domain AF_AH has an address structure sockaddr_ah defined as the
following:
struct sockaddr_ah {
short family;

/*AF_AH*/

u_short port;

/*associated port number*/

u_long addr;

/* IP address of the machine*/

}
The address structure of our defined domain (AF_AH) consists of the IP address of the host
machine and the service port number. We exploit this address to handle routing functions since
the socket port number provides information about the type of application.Each service has its
own port number such as 21 for FTP.
We define a new entity called “XLME (Cross Layer Management Entity)” to manage and
aggregate the cross layer interactions and to provide the required information to the routing
layer, in order to perform the balanced routing. This software entity is also considered as L3L7 communication interface, based on the socket concept. It extracts information about the
traffic type from the socket. Based on this information, XLME associates the traffic to its
specific class that will be communicated to the routing layer in order to perform the balancing
routing mechanism. Therefore, our proposed XLME entity is located between the Routing and
Transport layers as shown in Figure 25.
Three traffic classes, as defined on Table 5, are considered to investigate the effectiveness of
our protocol. In order to get information about the traffic type in the routing layer, the XLME
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entity will extract the port number of the socket using the “getsockport” function defined as the
following:
u_short getsockport(int descriptor, struct sockaddr *address,int address_length);
The “getsockport” function takes as input the length and the value of the socket address in the
Internet domain, and it gives the socket port number as an output. The port number is 2 Bytes
unsigned integers.
3.2.2.

Route weighting investigation

3.2.2.1.

Overview

In our contribution, multiple paths are searched in parallel to find the most qualified routes
from source to destination. From these routes, only one route is used to transmit the data
packets from source to destination. The others can be stored in the routing table for path
switching. A making decision method must be used in order to select the best route. In order
to differentiate between traffic classes, we opt to deploy the SAW (Simple Additive
Weighting) method. This method is used to rank a set of routes based on a set of context
criteria. It assigns to each context criterion a weight. The rank or the cost of a route is defined
as the sum of the context criteria multiplied by their appropriate weights. In our work, we use
the SAW in order to differentiate between the defined traffic classes. The route cost will
depend on the sensitivity of the traffic class to the context criteria.In order to compute the
route rank, we have to define the weight of each context criterion for every traffic class. To
achieve this task, we will use the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process)method. AHP uses a
hierarchal model to define the problem. Consider the example described in Figure 28, our
problem to resolve is route selection. This selection will be based on theroute quality. We aim
to select the route providing the best quality. The quality of a route depends on the different
context criteria such as delay, jitter, available bandwidth and etc. In its level, a context
criterion can depend on other context criteria. As a result another level will be defined as
shown in Figure 28.To resolve such problem, AHP indicates the importance of each criterion
as compared to the criteriafrom the same level. In such way, AHP allows judging the relative
weight of each context criterion.
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Figure 28AHP model for route selection.
3.2.2.2.

Making decision method

In our contribution, we use the SAW method [97] as the multi-attribute decision making
(MADM) method to select the best quality routes.
To make a route selection, we first define the context matrix

of the candidate

routes as follow:

Where m is the number of routes,n is the number of context criteria and

is the context

criterion j of the candidate route i.
In this section, we take the example, where we will predict the four following metrics:


Packet loss: to carry the predicted packet loss rate.



Available bandwidth: to carry the predicted available bandwidth.



Delay: to carry the predicted delay.



Jitter: to carry the predicted jitter.
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These context criteria can be categorized as [97]


Benefit criteria: delay, jitter and packet loss rate



Cost criteria: available bandwidth or data rate

Thus, the context matrix

Where

is normalized using the following equation:

is the threshold of the criterion .

The normalized context matrix

is defined as follow:

As defined in our contribution, each route will be weighted for every class of service. We
as the weights’ vector of different criteria for a specific class j:

define

Where

,

,

,

represent respectively the weight of delay, jitter, packet loss rate

and bandwidth for an application class j.
To evaluate the routes for each application class, we multiply the normalized context matrix
by the specific Weights’ vector

of the application class. The Cost

of a specific route i is defined as the following equation:
(9)
If we consider the delay, available bandwidth, jitter and the Packet Loss Ratio as our context
criteria, the cost of the routei for an application class j, is defined as the following
(10)
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Where

,

,

, and

are the sensitive weights of the applications to the delay,

jitter, Packet Loss Rate and available rate respectively. An analytical study will be conducted
in the next section to define these weights.

,

,

,

are the defined threshold

values of delay, jitter, packet loss rate and transmission rate respectively of an application
class j.

, ,

,

are respectively the estimated delay, jitter, packet loss rate and available

transmission rate of a path i.
We note that based on the application’s requirements, the same path may have different cost
for each application’s class j.
3.2.2.3.

Weighting Method

Based on Table 5 and the sensitivity of each class to a specific criterion, we use the
AHP(Analytic Hierarchy Process)method [98] to define the weights’ vector of each
application. First, we define the pair wise comparison matrixes between different criteria
(Delay, Jitter, Packet loss rate, and data rate) for each application class. To validate the pair
wise comparison matrix and to ensure the reliability of the weights, a consistency ratio (CR)
[98, 101] is computed. The pair wise matrix is considered as consistent if the CR<0.1 [101].
The elements of these matrixes are defined according to the importance indicators defined in
[101]. For Class 1 which represents the delay sensitive applications, we assume that the delay
is slightly important than the jitter. It has a significant importance than the packet loss ratio
and strongly important than the data rate. The jitter has a moderate importance compared to
the packet loss ratio and a significant importance compared to data rate. The packet loss rate
has a moderate importance than the data rate. The pair wise comparison matrix of Class 1 is
defined as the following with a CR= 0.0328:

For Class 2 which represents the delay tolerant applications with a slight error tolerance, we
assume that the packet loss ratio is strongly important than the delay. It has a moderate
importance than jitter and a very strong importance than the data rate. The jitter is moderately
important than the delay, and slightly important than the data rate. The data rate is slightly
important than the delay. The pair wise comparison matrix of Class 2 is defined as the
following with a CR= 0.0403:
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For Class 3 which represents the non-error tolerant applications, we assume that the packet
loss ratio has a very strong importance compared to the delay. It is extremely important than
the jitter and significantly important compared to the data rate. The data rate has a moderate
importance compared to the delay and a strong importance compared to jitter. The delay has a
moderate importance compared to the jitter. The pair wise comparison matrix of Class 3 is
defined as the following with a CR= 0.0460:

Based on these matrixes, we compute the weight vector elements according to the following
equation [98, 101]:
(11)
Where A is the pair wise matrix,
W is the eigenvector of

. Then

the largest eigenvalue of the pair wise matrix A and
or

is normalized as described in Annex A in

order to get the WEIGHT vector.
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3.2.3.

Prediction method investigation

3.2.3.1.

Prediction Method: Related Works

To get information about the link quality, some prediction methods can be deployed. Accurate
delay estimation in mobile and wireless networks stills a challenging issue. Some Research
activities focused on this issue to improve the used methods and techniques for better
efficiency and accuracy. According to [102], the delay at each wireless node is composed of
input queuing delay, processing delay, output queuing delay, transmission delay, propagation
delay, and retransmission delay. To implement the packet delay measurement at a node in
802.11 networks, authors of [102] propose to record the time when a packet enters the node
(t1) and the time when the data packet is acknowledged (t5) after being relayed. The packet
delay is calculated by

.

Authors of [103] use neural networks to predict delay.

Given processing delay and

propagation delay are negligible, the authors focus on computing queuing and transmission
delays. Only queuing delay is considered in prediction. A fixed transmission delay will be
added to the predicted queuing delay to form the estimated delay. A mean queuing delay is
measured in every time interval for each node in the network. After recording a certain
number of consecutive mean delays, a specific neural network is trained using these values.
Authors of [104] use Chaos neural networks to predict delay. The neural network can model
unknown system with a given precision while keeping the computation cost minimized. To
predict end-to-end delay, the authors process first to the delay measurement using the ping
tool to collect RTT (Round Trip Time) traces. The critical issue of neural network model is to
determine the structure of the network.
In MANETs, the structure of the network is dynamic since nodes can join or leave the
network in dynamic way. To predict the link quality, the authors in [99] measure the link
quality and then perform a prediction algorithm. To measure the link quality, a link layer
assessment request is sent periodically. The delay is computed as the RTT of the request and
its reply. The network node keeps a track of the past measurements and then predicts future
link quality based on these measurements using a WLSR (Weighted Least Square
Regression)algorithm. The WLSR prediction algorithm applies weights to the measurements.
It takes as input a window of measurements of a given QoS metric and predicts the value of
the metric.
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In [105] a new prediction method named PPTT (Path Prediction Transmission Time) was
proposed to estimate the end-to-end delay for real time traffic. In order to overcome the
hidden terminal problem in Multi-hop networks a packet transmission time link by link
(LPTT) will be predicted. LPTT (Link Predicted Transmission Time) is defined as the time
from the instant the packet enters the queue of sender of a link to the instant it successfully
reaches the receiver. The PPTT is the sum of LPTT predicted along all the links of the path.
In Mobile Ad Hoc Networks, the packet loss is due to the following most dominant factors
[102]: the buffer overflow, the transmission loss and the link breakages. The Markov chain is
the most applied method to predict the packet loss. The authors of [106] evaluated the
accuracy of the loss predictors based on the 2-state Markov chain model and they proposed an
algorithm to compute the exact loss rate for any hidden Markov model. Given a fixed window
of several time units, the short term loss rate is the fraction between the number of lost
packetsand the number of transmitted packets during this fixed window.
The work presented in [107] focused on the end-to-end delay variation, in order to predict
packet loss. Based on the correlation between delay and loss, the authors design a framework
that provides loss prediction, based on jitter variation and delay trends. The basic idea of
[107] is to define a loss prediction method that can track the increase and decrease trends in
one way delay, and accordingly predict the likelihood of packet loss due to congestion leading
to lack of available bandwidth. The authors designate the minimum delay of a path as the
baseline delay which means the delay under no congestion. They defined as well a loss
threshold delay, above which the packet loss probability is higher.
Authors of [108] used a measurement method to predict the packet delivery for an IEEE
802.11n channel. They conclude that wireless packet delivery can be accurately predicted for
802.11n NICs (Network Interface Cards) from only the CSI (Channel State Information)
measurements.

According to [108], the CSI provides more information than the RSSI

(Received Signal Strength Indicator).
More recently, an analytical method was proposed in [109]. The authors focus on the GilbertElliot (GE) channels which refer to the wireless channel having two states, good and bad.The
authors in [110] predict the network loss based on a hierarchal model where the short term
dynamics of losses is driven by 2-state Markov chains while long-term network losses are
modeled by the HMM (Hidden Markov Model). Given a fixed window of several time units,
the short term loss rate is the fraction between the number of loss packets in this window and
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the number of packets transmitted in it. The hidden state models longer-term events that
change end-to-end loss statistics, e.g., router congestion, routing convergence, wireless signal
fading. To achieve this, the authors constrain hidden state transitions to happen at large
timescales [110].
In wireless networks, prediction methods are then efficient techniques to get information
about the network capacity and availability. They will be considered in our work to predict
the delay and the packet loss. Based on this investigation, we note that conventional MAC
layer functions can onlypredict the link characteristics.
3.2.3.2.

Prediction of the link quality method

Since the MANETs are dynamic networks that rely on wireless medium, we opt to use the
WLSR (Weighted Least Square Regressive) prediction method which is well adapted to
MANETs [99]. According to this prediction method, a node keeps a track of the past
measurements and then predicts future link quality based on these measurements. The WLSR
prediction algorithm applies weights to the past measurements. It takes as input a window of
measurements of a given QoS metric and predicts the value of the metric. In our paper, we
consider only two past measurements in order to predict the future value. Also, we assume
that the recent measures are more useful than the past ones in prediction process over
MANETs. Based on these assumptions, the predicted QoS metric at time t of the link i is
defined as the following:
(12)
With

0.7

And

0.3

Where

and

are the past measurements of the metric for the link i.

and

are the weights of the past measurements.
To get information about the link quality, each node predicts the delay and the packet loss of
its neighbor’s links. The packet loss P represents the ratio of lost packets Nl from the total
packets N as:
(13)
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Each node computes periodically the packet loss ratio. In our contribution, we consider the
NAV(Network Allocation Vector) period as the periodic interval to compute the packet loss
ratio. The packet loss ratio of a link k is defined as the following:
(14)
Where

represents the lost packets during the NAV period and

represents the

transmitted packets during the same NAV period.
The Hello messages defined by the AOMDV routing protocol are used to measure the link
delay Dk. Based on the past measurements, the future packet loss and delay values are
predicted using the WLSR method as defined earlier.
3.2.4.

Performance investigation

Through simulations, we compare our quality aware routing algorithm referred as EBRP with
the AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand multipath Distance Vector) routing protocol [8, 10] for its
ability to compute multiple paths. Simulations are performed using the Network Simulator
NS2.Simulation scenarios have been repeated several times, where on each time, the random
generator value is varied. We investigate upon Class 1 and Class 2 traffic services. Simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 6.To simulate a MANET network as defined in the IETF
Request for Comments RFC 2501, the nodes are randomly distributed. Also, source and
destination nodes are randomly chosen.
TABLE 6. Simulation parameters

Simulator
Network size
Simulation area
Transmission range
Network load
PHY/MAC technology
Propagation model
Mobility model
Average mobility speed
Simulation time
(source, destination) pairs
Traffic start
Traffic model
Transport protocol
Traffic rate
{wd, wp}
Traffic model

Simulation Parameters
NS2.35
{10,20,30,40}
4096m * 4096m
250m
{20%, 40%, 60%, 80%}
802.11b
Shadowing model
Random way Point
2 m/s
200 s
randomly
10 s
Class 1 Traffic (VoIP)
CBR
UDP
64 Kbit/s
{0.6, 0.4}
Class 2 traffic (Video Streaming)
CBR
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Transport protocol
Traffic rate
{wd, wp}

3.2.4.1.

UDP
160 Kb/s
{0.5, 0.5}

Performance evaluation metrics

To show the benefits of our enhancement, we evaluate the following metrics:


Overhead Traffic is the ratio of the management packets generated by the routing
protocol compared to the total packets generated in the network. It is computed in %.



Route Recovery call represents the number of generated Route Error(RERR) packets.



Average end-to-end delay is the average delay taken by a data packet to be transmitted
from source to destination. It is computed in millisecond (ms).



Packet Delivery Ratio is the ratio of received data packets compared to the sent data
packets. It is computed in %.



Route fluctuation represents the effects of route instability on the network performance.
We study the evolution of this performance metric during the time interval between 20
and 180 seconds for a network with a size of 30 nodes.



Average throughput is the average transmission rate of the data packets. It is computed
in Kb/s.

3.2.4.2.

Simulation Results

a. Overhead traffic
Figure 29 presents the generated overhead traffic ratio for Class 1 traffic while varying the
network size for a network load fixed to 80%. The figure shows better results for our
contribution EBRP as compared to AOMDV. This is due to the fact that EBRP reduces the
number of route recovery calls. In fact, EBRP selects the most stable path providing the best
quality which can reduce the path recovery probability.
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Figure 29Overhead traffic Vs network size for network load equal to 80% (Class 1 traffic).
b. Route recovery calls
Figure 30 presents the generated RERR (Route Error) packets for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic
while varying the network size for a network load fixed to 80%. The figure shows better
results for our proposed protocol EBRP as compared to AOMDV. In fact, EBRP selects the
most stable path providing the best quality which can reduce the path recovery probability
caused by sudden link breakage.
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Figure 30Route Recovery calls vs network size for network load equal to 80% (Class 1 and
Class 2 traffic).
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c. Average End- to-end delay

Figure 31 presents the obtained average delay for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic while varying
the network load in a network of 30 nodes. EBRP outperforms AOMDV in term of average
end-to-end delay. In fact, EBRP selects the path that optimizes the delay for each traffic class
due to the weighting priority method. Based on Figure 31, we note that the extra processing
time induced by EBRP compared to AOMDV didn’t influence the average end-to-end delay.
As compared to the AOMDV, EBRP adds extra processing time to compute the quality and
the stability of the different routes. Also, an extra time is added during path selection process
since EBRP takes into account the traffic class.
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Figure 31Average end-to-end delay vs network loadfor network size equal to 30 (Class 1 and
Class 2 traffic).
Figure 32 presents the obtained average delay for Class 1 traffic while varying the network
load and the network size. EBRP outperforms AOMDV in term of average end-to-end delay.
In fact, EBRP selects the path that optimizes well the delay for Class 1 traffic due to the
weighting priority method. Based on Figure 32, we note that the extra processing time
induced by EBRP compared to AOMDV didn’t influence the average end-to-end delay. The
processing time is considered as the time taken by a node to select the suitable path for the
data packets to send. Compared to the AOMDV, EBRP adds extra processing time to
compute the quality and the stability of the different routes. Also, an extra time is added
during path selection process since EBRP takes into account the traffic class.
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Figure 32Average end-to-end delay vs network size for different network load (Class 1
traffic).
d. Route fluctuation

Figure 33 shows the route fluctuation of AOMDV and EBRP in a network with a size equal
to 30 nodes and a load fixed to 80%. We note that our contribution makes the routing protocol
more stable against the path fluctuation, since it selects the best path for every traffic class.
Also it addresses the load balancing issue since it reserves a different path for every traffic
type. Not the entire traffic is routed through the same route like in AOMDV.
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Figure 33Throughput vs simulation time for network load equal to 80% and network size
equal to 30(Class 1 traffic).
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Figure 34 shows the route fluctuation of AOMDV and EBRP in a network with a size equal
to 30 nodes and load fixed to 80% for Class 2 traffic. We note that our contribution makes the
routing protocol more stable against the path fluctuation, since it selects the best path for
every traffic class. Also it addresses the load balancing issue since it reserves a different path
for every traffic type. Not all the traffic is routed through the same route like in AOMDV.
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Figure 34Throughput vs simulation time for network load equal to 80% and network size
equal to 30(Class 2 traffic).
e. Packet delivery Ratio

Figures 35 and 36 show the efficiencyof the two protocols by measuring the packet delivery
ratio while varying the network size and the network load. Both protocols can guarantee
nearly 98% when network size varies from 10 to 20 nodes with a traffic load equal to 20%.
When the network load increases from 20% to 80% within a network size not exceeding 20
nodes, EBRP presents good performance compared to AOMDV and acceptable values as
defined in Table 5. When the network size exceeds 20 nodes, the efficiency of both protocols
decreases for the different traffic load. However EBRP outperforms AOMDV when the
network size varies from 20 to 40 nodes and the traffic load varies from 20% to 80%. Based
on theseresults, we conclude that EBRP is more scalable than AOMDV.
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Figure 35Packet delivery ratio vs network size for different network load (Class 1 traffic).
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Figure 36Packet delivery ratio vs network load for network size equal to 30 (Class 1 traffic).
f.

Throughput

Figure 37 shows the capacity of the two protocols by measuring the average throughput while
varying the network load and the network size for Class 2 traffic. Both protocols can
guarantee acceptable values as defined in Table 5.As compared to AOMDV, EBRP can
guarantee an average throughput nearly to 160 Kb/s when the network size varies between 10
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and 20 nodes for a network load equal to 20%. When the network size exceeds 30 nodes, the
average throughput of both protocols decreases for different traffic loads. However our
protocol EBRP outperforms AOMDV for different network sizes and different network loads.
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Figure 37Average throughput vs network size for different traffic load (Class 2 traffic).

Conclusion
In this chapter, we addressed the QoS issue in the routing process while taking into account
the whole path quality. Interactions between routing layer and lower layers were fully
exploited to get accurate information about the path quality from destination. Interactions
between routing layer and upper layers were fully exploited to sort the paths according to the
class of services using SAW as a decision making method and AHP as a weighting method.
Application’s QoS requirements are grouped into service classes based on the thresholds
defined by the ITU G-1010 recommendation. Extensive simulationswere conducted to show
the benefits of our protocolEBRP against AOMDV. Based on simulations, EBRP outperforms
AOMDV in term of average end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio, due to its ability to
select the routes having the best quality. Also EBRP decreases the number of route recoveries
compared to AOMDV since it selects the stable best quality path for the appropriate
application to route its data. However, the proposed scheme cannot also guarantee an optimal
efficiency, where the Packet Delivery Ratio decreases when the network load or the network
size increases. Therefore, improving this efficiency factor will be the subject of a future
work.A complexity investigation is however needed for handling the processing time and
energy consumption in our proposed protocol.
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Chapter 4.Routing Optimization for
Management inHeterogeneous Networks.

Interworking

and

Mobility

Introduction
In this chapter, we propose first to interconnect two emerging networks: the IEEE 802.11s
Wireless Mesh Network(WMN)and the Long Term evolution(LTE) 4G network. LTE network
defines mechanisms to guarantee a good quality end-to-end communication, whilethe
802.11sstandard didn’t implement efficient QoS provisioning mechanisms. In this chapter, we
address the QoS handling in 802.11s in order to provide service compatibility between
802.11s and LTE networks. In this context, we improve the routing process defined by the
IEEE 802.11s standard to take into account different QoS classes. Also, we modify the
routing metric defined by the standard IEEE 802.11s to get more accurate information about
the link quality and address the load balancing issue. A multipath routing is used to provide
the fair allocation of traffic among different paths. The performance analysis will be
performed through simulations under NS3,to show the benefits of our contribution, compared
to HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol).
In the second part of this chapter, we investigate the mobility management within
heterogeneous networks. To switch from one network to another in seamless way is an
important issue to study in order to provide the requested services to the mobile user
everywhere.Based on our cross layered protocol of MANETs, we exploit the cross layer
interactions in order to manage the mobility through heterogeneous networks.

4.1.

InterworkingLTE and 802.11s

4.1.1.

Introduction and System model

The wireless mesh network IEEE 802.11s [25] aims to enlarge the network coverage of
802.11 by interconnecting MAPs (Mesh Access Points) through the MPs (Mesh Points) using
wireless links.
A MP is a 802.11s node that supports Mesh functionalities in order to forward the traffic
between the MPs via wireless link. A set of interconnected MPs builds the MeshBSS (Mesh
Basic Service Set). To allow conventional IEEE 802.11 client to communicate through the
MeshBSS, MAPs are defined. A MAP is a MP that integrates the conventional AP (Access
Point) functionalities.
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To interconnect 802.11s nodes with external networks (like LTE, WiMAX, etc.), a gateway
node called MPP (Mesh Portal Point) is defined. Communications between a 802.11s node
and an external node are established through such MPPs.
On the other side, the LTE [39-41] network is a well-designed technology that offers high
data rate that could reach 178 Mb/s and reduced latency that could reach 10 ms. The LTE
network can interwork with different technologies such as the WiFi network.
In this chapter we address the interworking issue between two emerging networks the 802.11s
and the LTE. We consider the system model shown in Figure 38. The interoperability
between these two technologies is an important issue to study in order to provide a good
Quality of Service (QoS) for the client. LTE network defines mechanisms to guarantee a good
quality end-to-end communication. The IEEE 802.11s standard does not define QoS
mechanisms. In order to interwork these two technologies and to provide service
compatibility, handling the QoS in IEEE 802.11s network is addressed.
In this context, we focus on enhancing the routing of external mesh traffic where a 802.11s
client communicates with LTE client. An enhancement to the default routing protocol of
IEEE 802.11s is suggested. We aim to modify the proactive routing mode of HWMP (Hybrid
Wireless Mesh Protocol) in order to improve the quality of outgoing and incoming
communications between 802.11s and LTE clients. An extension of HWMP called QAHWMP (Quality Aware-HWMP) is defined to take into account different QoS classes.
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Figure 38Interworking LTE/802.11s.
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4.1.2.

Routing in 802.11s: Overview

4.1.2.1.

HWMP: Default routing protocol of IEEE 802.11s

HWMP is a kind of hybrid routing protocol operating on the layer 2 of the OSI model. It
builds proactive paths to the root MP thanks to the tree based routing and reactive paths
between the MPs inside the same MeshBSS according to the RM-AODV routing protocol.
The use of these two routing mechanisms depends on the presence of a root MP.
HWMP defines several control messages which are: Path Request (PREQ), Path Reply
(PREP), Root Announcement (RANN), and Path Error (PERR) [25]. It uses sequence numbers
as a mechanism to avoid loop formation.
a. Reactive Mode

This mode is based on the RM-AODV [25] protocol which is an extension of AODV [6]. It
operates on the layer two and holds MAC addresses. It adopts the ALM (Air Link Metric) as a
metric to choose the best path and not the hop count like the AODV protocol. The ALM is a
cumulative metric.
RM-AODV is a reactive routing protocol where the source MP initiates a path discovery
when it has data packets to send. The source MP broadcasts a PREQ packet containing
information about the source and the destination MAC addresses, the initial metric, and the
source sequence number.
Depending on the sequence number field, intermediate MPs can set up a reverse path to the
source and broadcast the PREQ (Path Request) packet after modifying the metric field. An
intermediate MP having an available path to the requested destination can reply the source by
sending PREP (Path Reply) only if the Target Only field (TO) is set to 0. Otherwise only the
destination sends a PREP. Upon receiving PREP, the source sets up a bidirectional link to the
destination.
In RM-AODV, routing tables’ entries for active routes are updated only when routing packets
containing “fresh information” are received. Route table entries are deleted after Active Route
Timeout and PERR packets are broadcasted by MPs in case of link failures.
b. Proactive Mode

The proactive mode aims to disseminate on the whole MeshBSS the information how to reach
the root MP. HWMP defines two mechanisms to realize this function. The first uses proactive
PREQ packet [25], intended to create paths between the root MP and all the MPs in themesh
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network in a proactive manner. The second uses the RANN packet [25], intended to distribute
routing information to reach the root MP but the paths can be set up in a reactive manner.
Both mechanisms are detailed below.
Proactive PREQ mechanism

In order to build the tree, according to this mechanism, the root MP sends periodically a
proactive PREQ. This request contains a destination address field set to the broadcast address,
a metric field initialized to zero by the root MP, a TO (Target Only) bit set to 1 and a RF
(Reply and Forward) bit set to 1 in order to propagate the PREQ to the entire network.
MPs receiving the Proactive PREQ create or update its path entry to the root MP. Also they
modify the Proactive PREQ by updating the metric field and send it to their neighbors.
Each MP may receive multiple copies of the Proactive PREQ, each one traversing different
paths from the root MP. Once the MP has chosen the best path, it may send PREP to establish
a bidirectional path with the root MP. Sending PREP depends on the Proactive PREP bit
included on the PREQ. The following diagram, shown in Figure 39,describes the behavior of
each MP according to the status of this bit.
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Figure 39Proactive PREQ mode.
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RANN mechanism

The root MP broadcasts periodically a RANN on the MeshBSS in order to refresh the routing
information to it. The information contained in the RANN is used to distribute the paths costs
leading to the root MP. As every control packet, the RANN will be processed by the MPs
only if it has a sequence number greater or equal to that recorded on its routing table and
providing a better metric value.
Every MP receives RANN rebroadcasts it to all its neighbors and so on till the RANN packet
reaches all the MPs in the MeshBSS. Each MP chooses the best path and sends a PREQ to the
root MP along this path. The root MP sends PREP as a reply to each received PREQ in order
to establish a bidirectional link. The PREQ establishes the reverse path from the root to the
MP and the PREP sets up the forward path from the MP to the root.Figure 40describes the
different steps to build the tree-based route according to the RANN mechanism.

RANN

R

R

PREP

R

PREQ

(a) The root MP R broadcasts
RANN.

(b) Each MP selects the best
path to the root and sends a
PREQ to R.

(c) R sends a unicast
PREP to each MP

Figure 40 Tree build according to the RANN mechanism.

4.1.2.2.

Routing in 802.11s: Related Works

Routing protocols play an important role in WMNs. In order to disseminate routing
information in the whole network, most proposed protocols use the flooding approach. IEEE
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802.11s group [25] defines the HWMP as a routing protocol which is completely based on the
flooding mechanism.
In order to overcome this issue, the authors in [111] proposed the Route Driven Routing
(RDR) protocol. The core idea of this protocol is to enable a root MP to provide the best
metric path for any intra-Mesh traffic. According to RDR, root MP must build the whole
network topology. When a MP needs to send traffic, the root MP recommend it the optimum
on demand path. Based on neighbors’ information, the root computes the optimum route for
all source-destination pairs using the Dijkstra’s algorithm. This protocol gives good
performance in fixed and stable networks. However, in dynamic environments the root has to
update frequently its network topology to keep suitable paths reliability. Also, the MPs have
to send frequently information about its neighbors. In order to reduce the overhead generated
by the tree based protocol defined by HWMP, the authors in [112] proposed to adjust the
RANN transmission period. Also, they proposed an algorithm which contains three
mechanisms: Alternative Parent Node, Local Repair and RANN solicitation in order to reduce
path maintenance cost and path recovery delay. According to RANN mechanism defined by
HWMP, any MP can receive same RANN message from different paths, it has to select the
parent node which has the smallest ALM to construct a path towards the root MP. With the
Alternative Parent Node mechanism proposed in [112], the MP stores also the MAC address
of an alternative parent node which is providing the second smallest ALM. The alternative
parent node will be useful when the link with the parent node is broken. If the path recovery is
failed, the MP executes the Local Repair mechanism. It broadcasts a PREQ in a limited area.
In order to achieve this issue the authors limit the TTL field’s value of the PREP packet to
cover the local area and set its RF and TO bits to 0. If this mechanism failed to repair the path,
the RANN solicitation mechanism will be executed in order to rebuild the entire routing tree.
HWMP is based on flooding mechanism to build the network topology and to refresh routing
information. To solve these problems, the authors in [113] proposedan initial routing
establishment method with greedy forwarding method. The authors define a new address
space based on the link state between MPs for the greedy forwarding. Also they proposed a
routing method based on addresses in the address space. The source traffic MP chooses a MP
closest to destination one. According to [113], the path recovery mechanism still not defined.
Based on the assumption that HWMP is affected by path instability and broadcast storm, the
authors in [114] define an algorithm that differentiates between stable nodes and mobile
clients to make the routing more stable and efficient. The proposed protocol selects the routes
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not only based on the Airtime link metric as in HWMP, but also it considers the hop count
and the stability of the nodes. To explore path diversity in IEEE 802.11s, the authors in [115]
propose a Multi-Gateway Multi-Path routing protocol (MGMP). MGMP constructs multiple
paths between source and destination using a proactive tree routing process. To provide
access to external networks, 802.11s deploys portals. These mesh portals have two interfaces:
one to the wireless mesh network and the second one to the other network. The IEEE 802.11s
standard didn’t define yet the interaction between these two interfaces. By connecting both
interfaces in a seamless way, the authors in [116] address the issue of dynamically select
multiple portals in a wireless mesh network. The authors define an anycast group formed by
the portals in the network. Any data frame whose destination is an external host is routed to
any portal in the network through a link layer based routing scheme.
Flooding mechanism degrades the radio link quality and creates important overhead traffic.
Otherrouting mechanisms didn’t provide accurate information about the network topology
especially in dynamic environments.
Routing protocols in WMNs deployment is an open issue for researchers today. To the best of
our knowledge there are no many propositions to the routing protocols in dynamic and
changing WMN environment.
4.1.3.

Proposed routing enhancement

4.1.4.1.

Motivation

The IEEE 802.11s standard defines the HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol) [25] as the
mandatory routing protocol. The HWMP combines a reactive mode and a proactive mode. The
reactive mode routes the data packet within the same MeshBSS. The proactive mode routes the
inter MeshBSS traffic.
The Path selection mechanism of HWMP is based on the value of the path’s ALM (Air Link
Metric) [25]. The path’s ALM is computed as the sum of its composing links ALM. The link’s
ALM is defined as follow:
(14)
Where

is the sum of the channel access overhead

overhead
with

,

bits, and

is the size of the test frame,

is the link transmission rate of the test frame

the predicted frame error rate.
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and the MAC protocol

The ALM metric estimates the transmission time [ ] and the frame error rate[ ] of adjacent
links by broadcasting extra probe packets. This active information gathering method used by
the ALM is not well adapted to WMNs and does not give accurate information.
The estimated transmission time and FER (Frame Error Rate) of a link, based on a fixed frame
size, does not reflect accurate link quality [117]. Also, this metric does not take into account
the different packet size so it cannot take into consideration the different kinds of traffic or
applications. To address the last problem, the authors of [118] keep the ALM formula intact
but they define a method to compute the Frame error rate

that takes into account the variety

of the packet size. To improve the communications inside the 802.11s network, the authors of
[119, 120] keep the ALM intact and propose to improve the reactive mode of HWMP. The
proposed routing protocol Q-HWMP [119] defines five extra fields in the PREQ to carry the
required QoS requirements. Q-HWMP differentiates between two kind ofservices (QoS
services and Best effort services) using the delay constraint. This contribution fits the QoS
requirements but it induces extra overhead than HWMP which can reduce the performance of
the IEEE 802.11s.
In HWMP, MPs choose the best path quality with the minimum cumulative ALM value as its
path to the MPP. The frequent use of the same high quality path as in HWMP and [118, 119]
can lead to congested paths and as a result having higher transmission latency. The ALM as
defined by the standard IEEE 802.11s is not well adapted to critical real time applications such
as VoIP or interactive games. In order to address the QoS and load balancing issues, we aim to
modify the ALM and the path selection method defined by the HWMP.
4.1.4.2.

Idea description

To interwork the IEEE 802.11s and the LTE, we propose to enhance the routing performance
of HWMP. In this context, we first modify the path selection metric and adopt it to the WMN
environment. Then, we propose to enhance the routing process of HWMP by changing from
single path to multi path process.
a. Proposed Path Selection Metric

According to the HWMP protocol, the best path with the minimum ALM will be the most
chosen path to forward data. Thus, the path can be congested. The ALM metric measures the
transmission rate and the frame error rate. Based on the investigation conducted on [117], the
transmission rate which is a basic measure does not represent the actual link capacity, since it
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is affected by the interference and traffic load. To insure load balancing between paths, a
traffic load metric can be used [117]. For these reasons, we opt for another measure to compute
more efficiently the link capacity. As an alternative measure, we choose CBT (Channel Busy
Time) not only because it is considered as the most precise means of measuring the link
capacity in wireless networks [117] but also because it can be a traffic load metric [117].
According to [117, 121], CBT is defined as the total time within a period when a node is
transmitting or receiving packets or sensing the channel for a transmission or back off process.
To calculate CBT, we inspire from the method proposed in [121]. A channel is considered
busy for a period of

due to successful transmission, for a period of

to collision and for a period of

due

due to reception.
(15)

Where Ptr is the probability of transmission, Ps the probability of successful transmission, Prec
the probability of reception, Ts the time to successfully send a packet, Tc the time spent on
collision of a packet, and Tr the time spent on packet reception.
In contrast to [121], which estimates the CBT by only considering the transmission,
retransmission and sensing times, our defined equation takes into account also the receiving
time.
To accurately estimate the path traffic load without inducing additional processing time of the
packets or additional overhead traffic, we don’t define a new measure like node’s queue
utilization rate [122], but we consider the CBT as a traffic load measure by taking into account
the transmission and reception time of the data packets [117].
To avoid overloading paths, we modify the ALM in order to take into account the traffic load.
The modified ALM is defined as follow:
(16)
By considering the CBT to estimate the link utilization, we decrease the overhead traffic of
HWMP by avoiding the extra probes broadcasted to estimate the transmission rate of the test
frame. Also, we efficiently consider the load traffic and interference in the path selection
algorithm.
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To address the service differentiation, we compute efas defined in [118] which takes into
account the different packet size generated by different applications. efis computed as the
following [118]:
(17)
Where

the size in bits of the packet i,

configured to 1024 bits,
made by node n ,

the biggest size of the packet in the network

the total number of MAC level retransmissions of the packet i
theallowed maximum retransmission count ,

the total number of

packets transmitted by node n.
b. Proposed Path Selection Process

In our contribution, we aim to enhance the proactive mode of HWMP by introducing a QoS
aware routing process. Based on the study conducted in [123], the multipath routing
outperforms single path routing in WMNs. We opt to use multipath instead of the single path
routing adopted by HWMP. We consider that each root MPP announces its existence. The MP
stores in its table at most the three best paths to the MPP based on the ALM metric. Like in
HWMP, The best path is the path having the minimum ALM.
To take into account the required QoS of the application during path selection process, we use
the packet type as a parameter to differentiate between different application classes in the
routing process at the MAC layer. Three application’s classes, as shown in Table 5, are defined
according to the ITU-G1010 recommendation [96]:


Class 1: Critical delay sensitive applications like VoIP and interactive games



Class 2: Non critical delay sensitive applications such as video streaming.



Class 3: Non error-tolerant applications such as FTP.

When a MP has data packets to send to the MPP, it checks the packet type field if the packet
belongs to Class 1, the best path will be selected to route this packet. If the packet belongs to
Class 2, the second best path will be selected. If the packet belongs to Class 3, the third best
path will be selected. If the MP stores only two paths to the MPP, the class1 traffics will be
routed through the best path. The Class 2 and the Class 3 traffics will be routed through the
second best path according to the WRR (Weighted Round Robin)scheduling methodfor
simultaneous streams. If the MP has only one path to the MPP, all the different traffics will be
routed through the same path like in HWMP.
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The MPP from its side will store at most three paths to each MP in its Mesh network. In case
of incoming communication, the MPP will follow the same routing process to route the data
packets to the specific MP.
In such way, we enhance the proactive mode of HWMP by adding a load balancing routing
process and giving more accurate information about the path quality through the modified
ALM. Also, we reduced the overhead traffic induced by the information gathering method
adopted by HWMP to compute the transmission rate and the error frame rate. In contrast to
[120], our contribution does not define extra fields in the PREQ and PREP.
4.1.4.3.

Performance evaluation

Through simulation we compare our protocol QA-HWMP (Quality Aware-Hybrid Wireless
Mesh Protocol) to the native HWMP. A performance comparison with other routing protocols
such as Q-HWMP will be conducted in future work. We investigate through two different
traffic classes in order to simulate a multi-stream communication. Simulation scenarios have
been repeated ten times, where on each time, the random generator value is varied. Our
contribution is evaluated for inter-Mesh traffic; when MPs communicate with LTE-UEs(User
Equipments). We consider a 802.11s network with a size of 30 MPs. We investigate upon
class1 and class2 traffics and the modified ALM. The simulation parameters of the exchanged
traffics between the 802.11s and the LTE networks are summarized in Table 7.
TABLE 7 Simulation parameters.

LTE network
Number of LTE UE

2

Number of eNodeB

1
802.11s network

Network size

30 MPs

Number of MPP

1

Coverage Radius

150m

Modulation

OFDM

Frequency

2.4Ghz

Mobility Model

Constant Position
Class1 Traffic (VoIP)

Transport protocol

UDP

Traffic type

CBR

Packet size

160 Bytes

Packet interval

20 ms
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64 Kb/s

Transmission rate

Class2 traffic (Video streaming)
Transport Protocol

UDP

Traffic type

CBR

Packet size

2000 Bytes

Packet interval

100 ms

Transmission rate

160 Kb/s
Simulation parameters

Simulation duration

100 seconds

Traffic load

{10%,20%,40%,60%,80%}

a. Performance evaluation metrics

To show the benefits of our enhancement, we evaluate the following metrics:


Average end- to- end delay is the average delay taken by a data packet to be transmitted
from source to destination. It is computed in millisecond (ms).



Average Packet Loss Ratio is the ratio of lost data packets compared to the sent data
packets. It is computed in %.



Average throughput computed in kb/s



Path fluctuation represents the effects of path instability on the network performance.
During the simulation of 100 seconds with a network size equal to 30 and a traffic
loads equal to 20% and 60%, we zoom in the period of traffic generation on the 10-90
second interval.

b. Simulation Results
Average End-to-End delay

Figure 41 presents the obtained average delay for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic for different
network load. QA-HWMP outperforms HWMP in term of average end-to-end delay. It
gives better results than HWMP when the network load increases. In fact, our contribution
QA-HWMP selects a more appropriate path to the MPP based on more accurate
information. Also, the path selection metric of QA-HWMP takes into account the load
balancing issue. For Class 2 traffic, both protocols meet the QoS requirements since the
end-to-end delay does not exceed 400 ms for the different network loads. For Class 1
traffic, in contrast to QA-HWMP, the HWMP protocol does not meet the QoS requirements.
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For HWMP, when the network load exceeds 65%, the end-to-end delay becomes higher
than 150 ms (the acceptable threshold as defined in Table 5). Based on Figure 41, we note
that the extra processing time induced by QA-HWMP compared to HWMP didn’t influence
the average end-to-end delay. The processing time is considered as the time taken by a node
to select the suitable path for the data packets to send. Compared to the HWMP, QAHWMP adds extra processing time to compute a more complex metric than the native
ALM.
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Figure 41Average end-to-end delay vs network load for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic.
Average Packet Loss Ratio

Figure 42shows the reliability of the two protocols by measuring the Packet Loss Ratio while
varying the network load.Both protocols can guarantee the QoS requirements for the two
traffic classes when the network load varies from 10% to 80%. Figure 42 shows better results
for our contribution QA-HWMP as compared to the native HWMP. This is due to the path
selection metric that gives more accurate information about the path capacity as compared to
the native ALM. For Class 1 traffic, when the network load is equal to 20%, our protocol
offers an average Packet loss ratio equal to 0.59% whereas it is equal to 0.85% with HWMP.
When the network load is equal to 80%, the packet loss ratio of Class 1 traffic is equal to
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1.5% for QA-HWMP whereas it is near 2% for HWMP. QA-HWMP reduces the packet loss
ratio of traffic Class 2 by the half when the network load is equal to 80%.
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Figure 42 Average Packet Loss Ratio vs network load for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic.
Average throughput

The results shown in Figure 43 enlighten higher average throughput for the QA-HWMP
protocol. In fact, our contribution QA-HWMP selects a more appropriate path to the MPP
based on more accurate information. The path selection metric of QA-HWMP takes into
account the load balancing issue through the traffic load metric CBT.Based on the Figure 43,
our proposed protocol QA-HWMP enhances the network capacity as compared to the HWMP
protocol. In fact, QA-HWMP avoids the extra probe packets used by the HWMP protocol to
compute the ALM metric.
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Figure 43Average Throughput vs network load for Class 1 and Class 2 traffic.

Path fluctuation

Figure44 shows the route fluctuation of HWMP and QA-HWMP in a network with a load
equal to 20% and 60%. We note that our contribution makes the routing protocol more stable
against the path fluctuation, since its path selection metric addresses the load balancing issue.
For a network load equal to 20%, the throughput of QA-HWMP varies from 63.9 kb/s at time
equal to 10s to 63.2 kb/s at time equal to 90s. For the same period and network load, HWMP
offers a throughput between 56 kb/s and 54 kb/s.
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Figure 44Throughput vs simulation time for network load equal to 20% and 60% (Class 1
traffic).
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4.1.4.

Conclusion

The 802.11s and the LTE are two emerging networks. Interworking these two networks is an
important issue. This part of our thesis aims to enhance the end-to-end communication
between a LTE u and a 802.11s users. Thanksto the architecture of its IP core network, the
LTE provides good QoS. The IEEE 802.11s standard didn’t define QoS mechanisms. It
defines a hybrid routing protocol HWMP that selects the paths based on the Airtime link
Metric. This metric does not give accurate information about the link capacity. To deal with
the enhancement of the end-to-end communication performance between LTE and 802.11s
nodes, we propose to enhance the path selection process and the IEEE 802.11smetric. In this
context, we define three QoS classes based on the requirements defined by the ITU-G1010
recommendation [96]. A multipath selection process is proposed to address the fair allocation
of traffic among different paths. A path selection metric based on the ALM is defined to take
into account the interference and the traffic load and to give more accurate information about
the link capacity. Based on the simulation study, our contribution gives better results in term
of average end-to-enddelay, average Packet Loss Ratio, average Throughput, and path
stability as compared to the HWMP. However the proposed path selection metric does not
optimize the computing complexity. In future work, we expect to reduce the algorithm
complexity that would enhance the provided QoS in term of the end- to- end delay. After, we
will investigate the impact of our proposed protocol on the offloading mechanism.
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4.2.

Mobility management withinheterogeneous networks

4.2.1.

Introduction and System Model

The 4G networksare based on the coexistence of heterogeneous networks. To allow
connectivity across different technologies, multimode devices have been designed. The
mobile device is able tosupport the different wireless access technologies and to selectthe
appropriate network based on the information gathered from the network and the application
requirements. In this context, we exploit the IEEE 802.21 specifications to define a cross layer
approach to manage the QoS and the mobility in MANET-LTE environment. The IEEE
802.21 specifications define an abstraction layer that allows higher layers to interact with
different lower layers technologies. This abstraction layer can be exploited by any upper layer
to improve handover performance. In our work, this abstraction layer will be exploited by our
designed cross layer framework (described in Chapter 3) to improve the routing and handover
performance.
The system model is based on heterogeneous environment that consists of two network
technologies: MANET based on IEEE 802.11b and LTE. The architecture assumes that the
MANET is compromised in the coverage of LTE as shown in Figure 45. We consider mobile
users, referred as MNs (Mobile Nodes), equipped by devices supporting two radio interfaces:
LTE and IEEE802.11b based ad hoc mode. Due to its free cost, the mobile user prefers to
communicate through MANET if it offers the required performance to his requested
applications.
Our goal is to achieve an efficient seamless handover between LTE and MANETs by
avoiding the ping pong effect. We aim to make the handover decision reliable. The vertical
handover is executed based on the performance offered by the current network and the
requirements of the application.
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Figure 45 heterogenous environement Model.

4.2.2.

Proposed Contribution

4.2.2.1.

Overview

As described in chapter 3, interactions between MAC layer, Routing layer and Application
layer are fully exploited to perform a quality aware data routing and load balancing among the
different paths based on the application layer and the MAC layer information. In this chapter,
interaction between Transport, Routing and MAC layers are also exploited in order to insure a
vertical handoff or network switching if a new network is detected by the MAC layer and a
path quality decrease is detected by the routing layer. In our framework, the vertical handoff
from MANET to another network such as LTE will be executed at the Transport layer. We
consider the mSCTP[124] (mobile Stream Control Protocol) as the mobility management
protocol in our contribution. We use the cross layer infrastructure presented in Figure 46.
As shown in Figure46, three modules are presented. The first module is “MIHF layer”. It
provides more accurate information about the link and the path quality using prediction
methods. Also, it reports an event to the Routing layer if a new network is detected. The
second module is EBRP (Enhanced Balanced Routing Protocol), a routing protocol designed
to select the most optimized paths during the routing process and to provide a fair allocation
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of traffic among different paths. If a path quality is decreased during the communication
process and new network information is received from the lower layer, EBRP will send a
trigger to the Transport layer in order to perform a network switching or vertical handoff to
the new network. The third module is the XLME (Cross Layer Management Entity) used to
classify the traffics according to their QoS requirements and to manage the interaction
between Routing and Transport layers. According to our approach, the path quality is
provided due to the cross layer design between the Routing layer and the MAC layer, while
the new networks detection informationis provided from the MIHF [125] (Media Independent
Handover Function) layer.The network switching is executed by the Transport layer based on
the information exchanged between the routing, the MIHF and the transport layers.In this
work, we consider mSCTP as the mobility management protocol for its ability to provide
efficient vertical handoff performance as compared to other protocols such as Mobile IP and
SIP [126].

Application layer

Transport layer: mSCTP
XLME
Routing layer: EBRP
MIHF layer
MAC layer

Physical layer

Figure 46Proposed architecture for mobility management in MANET-LTE environment.
4.2.2.2.

Network detection

To provide mobility management through different technologies, we use the IEEE 802.21
standards. The IEEE 802.21 standards [125] referred also as MIH (Media Independent
Handover) aims to enable seamless handover among heterogeneousnetworks. MIH defines a
logical entity, Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF), located on layer 2.5 between
MAClayer and Network layer of the OSI model. It provides aframework that allows
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interaction between higher layers andlower layers. The MIHF supports three types of services:
Media Independent Event Service (MIES), Media Independent Command Service (MICS),
and Media Independent Information Service (MIIS). The MIES aims to provide and to predict
link changes such as LINK_UP, LINK_DOWN, LINK_GOWING_DOWN, etc. These events
are propagated from lower layers to upper layers through the MIH layer. MIES is divided into
two categories, link events and MIH events. Link events are generated from the lower layer
and transmitted to MIH layer. The MIH events are the events forwarded from MIH to upper
layers. MICS refers to the commands, such as initiate handover and complete handover, sent
from higher layers to lower layers. It allows enabling handover mechanism. MICS includes
MIH command and Link command. MIH Commands originate from the upper layers down to
the MIHF. Link Commands are specific to the lower layers. MIIS provides a framework by
which MIHF can discover homogenous and heterogeneous network information existing
within a geographical area to facilitate seamless handover when roaming across these
networks. The MIIS provides a bidirectional way for the two layers to share information such
as current QoS, performance information and service availability.
In our contribution, we consider multi interface devices that can communicate through
different technologies. The MAC layer can check the connectivity with the current network
through the RSSI measurement. Also, it can check or detect the existence of other networks
through the RSSI measurement. To determine the current network switching criteria, we first
calculate the difference between the RSSI for both networks. The Mobile device starts to
measure the RSSI for both networks when an alternative network is detected at time Tstart. The
Mobile device terminates measuring when one of the networks is de-activated at time Tend.
The absolute difference of RSSI between two networks at i-th measurement can be expressed
as G(i) as the following:
(18)
Where n is the number of measurement during the period (Tend – Tstart). RSSI<C>i is the
measured RSSI of the current network at the i-th measurement. RSSI<A>i is the measured RSSI
of the alternative network at the i-th measurement.
According to IEEE 802.21 standard, A “LINK_DETECTED” Event is sent from the MAC
layer to the upper layers through the MIHF if a new network is detected.
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In our framework, this event is sent only when the new detected network is better than the
current one that is when:
(19)
We replace the the MIH “LINK_DETECTED” event by “BETTER_LINK_DETECTED”
event.
4.2.2.3.

Interactions between routing and transport layers for vertical handover execution

According to our designed protocol EBRP, multiple paths are searched in parallel to find the
most qualified ones. If the different paths offer similar quality, the number of stored paths in
the routing table is reduced to only one which provides the best delay. EBRP aims to
minimize the energy consumption, and to free the resources in order to enhance the link
quality. If EBRP receives a “BETTER_LINK_DETECTED” event from the MIHF layer, it
first checks its routing table. If no available route meets the QoS requirements of the
application, the event is reported to the Transport layer in order to execute the vertical
handover. Otherwise, the event will not be reported to the higher layer since the application
can be satisfied without the need to execute a vertical handover. The algorithm of our idea is
described in Figure 47.
As shown in Figure 47, the MIHF layer of the mobile user will sense the RSSI of the different
existent networks in its coverage. When the MIHF layer founds a better network as defined in
(19), it sends a “BETTER_LINK_DETECTED” event to the Routing Layer. Once the
Routing layer receives this event, the routing protocol EBRP that operates in this layer checks
the necessity to process to the handover.
It first checks its routing table for paths replying to the application requirements in terms of
QoS. If the routes stored in the routing table satisfy the application requirements, EBRP
assumes that the handover is not necessary and no event is sent from Routing to Transport
layer.
If the routes stored in the routing layer don’t satisfy the application requirements, EBRP
assumes that the handover is necessary and the “BETTER_LINK_DETECTED” event is sent
from the Routing to the Transport layer. Once this event is received by the Transport layer,
the mSCTP starts the handover execution in order to switch from the current network to the
alternative one.
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The Path quality of a route i is defined according to (6).A route i does not satisfy the
application requirement only if it offers a packet loss ratio and a delay equal or superior to the
threshold values. Based on (6), a route i does not satisfy the application requirement if:
(20)
Current
Network

Mobile Node

Alternative
Network

MIHF Scaning
No

New Network
detected

Get RSSI
No

RSSI
computed

RSSI <A>
>
RSSI <C>

No

No MIHF event
is generated

Send
« BETTER_LINK_DETECTED
» event to Routing layer

PPQ <= 1

No

« BETTER_LINK_DETECTED »
event is not reported to mSCTP

Send « BETTER_LINK_DETECTED »
event to mSCTP

Figure 47Flowchart illustrating the proposed mobility management algorithm.
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4.2.2.4.

Mobility Management Protocol

In our contribution, we consider mSCTP as the mobility management protocol for its ability
to provide efficient vertical handoff performance as compared to other protocols such as
Mobile IP and SIP [126].
mSCTP[124] (Mobile SCTP)is an end-to-end connection transport protocol. It is derived from
SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) to provide seamless handover. SCTP [127] is
a transport protocol for IP network and it is considered as the third transport protocol after
TCP and UDP. SCTP provides reliable data transmission service between two endpoints. It
supports multi-homed IP endpoints. When a link failure occurs, SCTP uses a secondary link.
In fact, the SCTP endpoint uses multiple IP addresses to setup an association with a SCTP
endpoint. From this IP addresses list, only one IP address is considered as the primary while
the other ones are used for backup.
mSCTP is based on the multi homing concept of SCTP and the Dynamic Address
Reconfiguration (DAR) extension. The Multi-homing manages numerous IP addresses
assigned to a specific node. These IP addresses are considered as logical paths between the
sender and the receiver. During the connection setup, the end hosts exchange their IP
addresses lists. One IP address will be chosen as a primary address and it will be used to
exchange the traffic.
The DAR extension offers to the nodes the opportunity to add, delete or reconfigure the IP
address status during the mSCTP session without connection perturbation or interruption
unlike SCTP, in which the session must be interrupted when changing from one IP address to
another. Using the multi-homing concept, a SCTP terminal can use multiple IP addresses for a
specific association with another SCTP terminal. But this concept does not support a function
to add new IP addresses or reconfigure the current IP address during the SCTP connection. To
overcome these issues, the DAR extension of mSCTP defines three parameters to change IP
address status:


Add IP address (Add-IP)



Set Primary IP address (Set-Primary-IP)



Delete IP address (Delete-IP).
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In order to carry these parameters between the mSCTP endpoints, two special chunks were
defined by the DAR extension: ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK. Thus the DAR extension
provides the following functions to SCTP association:


Dynamic addition of a newly coming IP address to an existing association.



Dynamic detection of old and unused IP addresses from an existing association.



Change the primary IP address of an existing association.

Since DAR extension can change the status of an IP address within an active SCTP
association, handover management can be handled by mSCTP.
Figure 48 describes the different steps and messages to perform a handover in mSCTP. When
a mobile node (MN) wants to switch to another Access Point (AP2), it performs an
association with this AP in order to get an IP address. This IP address will be sent to the
Correspondent Node (CN) through an ASCONF message (ASCONF with ADD-IP) in order
to be added to the IP addresses list. The CN will reply with an ASCONF-ACK. When the MN
enters the coverage area of the AP, it sends an ASCONF message which includes the SetPrimary-IP parameter to define the IP address got from the AP2 as the primary IP address of
the connection. Once the MN leaves the coverage area of the old AP, it sends a ASCONF
with Delete-IP message to delete the IP address got from the old AP. From the handover
process defined by mSCTP, we note that mSCTP does not require any additional network
entity or device to perform handover. Only the endpoints must support the mSCTP
functionalities.
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AP 2

MN

CN

Association message
IP address
ASCONF with ADD-IP
ASCONF-ACK
ASCONF with Set-Primary-IP
ASCONF-ACK
ASCONF with Delete-IP
ASCONF-ACK

Figure 48 Handover process in mSCTP.
Several studies and researches focus on the mSCTP protocol. For examples, the authors of
[128, 129] study the mSCTP performance in a crossover mobility pattern case where the
Mobile Node (MN) is moving forward and backward between the old and the new regions.
They note that the mSCTP performance can be degraded as the crossover movements occur
more frequently. In fact, the MN may suffer from performance degradation due to the
problems of packet recording, transmission timeout and packet loss during handover. In
mSCTP handover, each time the primary patch is switched, the congestion control parameters
of the new primary path will be initialized and the congestion control window begins in the
slow start. In order to overcome this issue, the authors adopt MIP location management
function to record the location of MN and related parameters like control window’s size and
slow start threshold in the Correspondent Node (CN). When the MN moves in the overlapping
region again, mSCTP does not need to restart the window’s parameters as it uses the saved
parameters.
According to the authors of [130], mSCTP was designed for communication between a
mobile endpoint and a corresponding stationary endpoint. This situation does not match the
real case in mobile networks where both endpoints can be mobile and accordingly a
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simultaneous mobility problem can be faced. Simultaneous mobility is when the both
endpoints of a communication are mobile and they move at the same time [130]. In that case,
the endpoint equipments process to update the IP address simultaneously and the probability
of broken association may become high. To overcome this problem, the authors in
[130]suggest a new solution for mSCTP combining Address Handling Function (AHF) and
Simultaneous Mobility Detection Function (SMDF) as well as Name Server (NS).
4.2.3.

Conclusion

Providing seamless mobility management between heterogonous networks such as MANET
and LTE is an important issue to consider offering good QoS to the mobile users everywhere.
In the last part of this thesis, we focused on this issue andwe propose a cross layered approach
that involves the MIH standard, the mSCTP protocol and our deigned routing protocol EBRP.
This proposed cross layeredprotocol performs a context aware routing and mobility
management through MANET and LTE networks. To benefit from the advantages of this
contribution, the communication endpoints must implement the proposed cross layer
architecture.
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CONCLUSION

Motivated by the evolution of the wirelesscommunication technologies and the growth of
mobile services, we investigate the performance of real time applications under mobile and
heterogeneous wireless networks.
In the first part of this thesis, we considerthe enhancement of Peer to Peer applications in
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Indeed, the synergy between mobile Ad hoc networks
and PeertoPeer (P2P) networks was recently recognized.Both are distributed and selforganizing. In both networks, the communication between the source and the destination is set
through the network nodes without the need of a central point manager.The P2P algorithms,if
deployed into MANETs, could provide an efficient way ofconstructing distributed
applications and services. However,the bandwidth limitation and the nodes’ mobility remain
themajor constraints against this integration.Most of the flooding based search mechanisms
are not adaptedto Mobile Ad hoc Networks, inducing an importantoverhead traffic. Among
structured and unstructured P2Palgorithms, the “Chord” protocol is more appropriate to
MANETs. However, “Chord” does not offer goodperformance in a mobile environment.The
“Chord” protocol was designed for wired networks like Internet, but for its implementation in
mobile environments, several challenging issues should be addressed. Due to bandwidth
limitations of MANETs, the lookup traffic should be reduced as much as possible to
overcome low data rates and network congestion. Also, nodes in MANETs leave and join the
network abruptly, and therefore, the links break while increasing the failure probability of the
lookup request. In order to offer enhanced services to mobile users, the required Quality of
Service for each application must be taken into account.In this context, we propose two
protocols to enhance the performance of the Chord lookup protocol for MANETs, by
reducing the P2P lookup traffic and failure probability, without increasing the lookup
delay.The first contribution is the proposal of a protocol called EMC (Enhanced Modified
Chord) that aims to enhance the Chord performance inMANETswhile taking into account the
threshold QoScriteriarequested by applications like delay, jitter and Packet loss rate. The
second contributionis a routing protocol called EBC (Enhanced Backtracking Chord) that
combines the Backtracking Chord protocol and the EMC. The Backtracking Chord
protocoldefines a retransmission method tominimize the failure probability. Based on
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extensive simulations that we have conducted under “PeerSim”, we showed that EMCsolves
the lookup latency and the overhead traffic problems, compared to Chord and Backtracking
Chord protocols.However, it offers slightly higher failure probability thanBacktracking Chord
scheme. Compared to EMC and Backtracking Chord protocols, EBCsolves the lookup failure
problems, but it offers slightly higher lookup latency thanEMC.
In the second part of this work, we consider the enhancement of routing process in the context
of dynamic wireless networks (MANETs). Mobile Ad hoc Networks rely on wireless medium
and a successful adaptation of a routing protocol to such networks, should take into
consideration the node stability and the sudden link breakage as well which is caused by node
mobility or expired life energy. In such networks, the path quality is a very important
parameter for a real time data transmission. Our objective is to find a path with sufficient
resources to satisfy the application requirements in terms of delay, packet loss rate, jitter and
bandwidth. In this context we propose a Path Quality and Path Stability aware routing
protocol based on a cross layer approach. The interactions between MAC, Routing and
Application layers are fully exploited to enhance the routing performance of real time
applications in wireless networks. We propose a cross layer architecture that involves two
cross layer designs. The first design aims to exploit MAC layer in order to provide accurate
information about the end-to-end path quality. The second one adapts the routing protocol to
the wireless environment and the application requirements. Based on this design, the routing
protocol will consider quality aware paths and balance the traffic in the network on the basis
of the application layer’s information. We definea cross layer infrastructure which introduces
three new optimization modules. The first module is called “Exploiting MAC layer”. It
provides accurate information about the link and the path quality using prediction methods.
Information about the whole path’s quality will be stored in the routing table of the Layer 3.
The second module is the “EBRP (Enhanced Balanced Routing Protocol)”, a routing protocol
designed to select the optimized paths during the routing process and to provide a fair
allocation of traffic among different paths. The third module is denoted “XLME (Cross Layer
Management Entity)” used to classify the traffics according to their QoS requirements. This
entity is based on communications through sockets. According to our approach, the path
quality information is provided by the cross layer design between the routing layer and the
MAC layer, while the application class information is provided by the cross layer interaction
between the routing layer and the upper-layers through the XLME. The routing layer protocol
EBRP uses paths’ quality to perform a context aware routing. It also provides a load
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balancing mechanism based on the service class. To achieve a traffic differentiation routing,
we define three service classes based on the applications requirements defined by the ITUG1010 recommendation.Through simulations, we compare our quality aware routing
algorithm referred as EBRP with the AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand multipath Distance
Vector) routing protocol.EBRP outperforms AOMDV in terms of average end-to-end delay
and packet delivery ratio, due to its ability to select the routes having the best quality.
MoreoverEBRP decreases the number of route recoveries compared to AOMDV since it
selects the stable best quality path for the appropriate application to route its data.
In the third part, we consider the interworking issue between LTE and 802.11s networks and
the mobility management issue in such heterogeneous networks. Based on the assumption
that802.11s didn’t implement efficient QoS mechanisms, we address the QoS handling in
802.11s in order to provide service compatibility between 802.11s and LTE networks. In this
context, we propose a new protocol called QA-HWMP (Quality Aware HWMP)to improve
the routing process defined by the IEEE 802.11s standard to take into account different QoS
classes. We modify also, the standardized routing metric to get more accurate information
about the link quality and to address the load balancing issue. A multipath routing is used to
provide the fair allocation of traffic among different paths. Extensive simulations were
performed under NS3 and showed the benefits of our proposed protocol namedQA-HWMPin
comparison to HWMP.It gives better results in terms of average end-to-end delay, average
Packet Loss Ratio, average Throughput, and path stability.
To allow connectivity across different technologies, multimode devices have been designed.
The mobile device is able to access to the different wireless technologies and to select the
appropriate network on the basis of the information gathered from the network and the
application requirements. In this context, we exploit the IEEE 802.21 specifications to define
a cross layer approach to manage the QoS and the mobility in MANET-LTE environment.
The IEEE 802.21 specifications define an abstraction layer that allows higher layers to
interact with different lower layers technologies. This abstraction layer is exploited by the
upper layers in order to improve handover performance.
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PERSPECTIVES
As perspectives to these Phd works, the complexity study of the proposed schemes and
protocols is of interest aiming to reduce the energy constraint of mobile nodes. This could
allow the optimization of the proposed routing algorithms that may change the interactions
designed in our cross layered approach. Therefore the complexity investigation is very
promising to design an optimized cross layer framework.
Study the efficiency of our cross layered framework in High Availability (HA) environment is
also of our interest. High Availability is achieved when the system’s services are accessible to
its users at any time. The performance of High Availability environment depends on the
performance of the service provider and the performance of routing mechanisms of the
network.
In our Phd, we consider path selection and mobility management based on QoS metrics. In
order to well satisfy the end user, we plan to use QoE (Quality of Experience) instead of QoS.
QoE is the perceived satisfaction of the end user. It depends on the user equipment’s QoD
(Quality of Design) and the offered network’s QoS.
In addition, as we have demonstrated interworking LTE and IEEE802.11s is an important
issue that may be useful in data offloading mechanism. Thus, study the offloading algorithm
between heterogeneous networks is in our interest.
All the above mentioned perspectives should present real challenges and very promising to
offer services with the best quality to the end users across different network technologies.
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Annex A: Weighting method AHP
Introduction
AHP is an analytical method used to resolve decision problems by setting priorities to the
decision criteria. It provides a framework to structure the problem, to define its goals, identify
its choice criteria and compute the priority of each criterion.
Problem resolution steps
Step 1: Define the problem goal and the choice criteria
To resolve a problem, we first define the goal to achieve than we think on the criteria that can
influence the making decision process. Once the goal and the choice criteria are identified, we
structure our problem into a decision hierarchy as shown below.

Goal
Goal

Criterion
Criterion11

Sub
Subcriterion
criterion
1-1
1-1

Sub
Subcriterion
criterion
1-2
1-2

Criterion
Criterion22

Criterion
Criterionnn

Sub
Subcriterion
criterion
1-3
1-3

Figure 49AHP hierarchy model.
Considering the following example where our decision problem is “How to get the most
qualified route”. Our goal is to perform route selection based on the routes quality. The route
quality can be influenced by the delay spent by a packet to reach its destination, the jitter
between the successive packets, the available bandwidth offered by the route and the packet
loss ratio. The decision hierarchy for the route selection, shown in the following Figure, has
two different levels.
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Route
RouteSelection
Selection

Delay
Delay

Jiiter
Jiiter

Packet
Packetloss
lossratio
ratio

Available
Availablebandwidth
bandwidth

Figure 50AHP hierarchy model for route selection.
The top level of the hierarchy describes the overall decision, which is to select the best path
for data routing.
The lower level of the hierarchy describes the decision criteria that are to be considered:
delay, jitter, packet loss ratio and available bandwidth.
Step 2: Define the pair-wise comparison matrix
Once, the problem hierarchy is defined, we proceed to the second step which aims to define a
pairwise matrix based on the comparison between the decision criteria.
To define the pair-wise comparison matrix, we need to judge the context criteria two by two
and indicate how many times a criterion is more important than the other one. Each of these
judgments is assigned to a scale number as shown in the following Table.
TABLE 8Fundamental pair-wise comparison scale for AHP [98].
Intensity of

Definition

Description

Equal

Element A and B are equally important

importance
1

importance
3

Weak

Experience and Judgments slightly favour A over

importance of B
A over B

5

Essential
strong

or Experience and Judgments strongly favour A
over B

importance
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Demonstrated A is very strongly favoured over B

7

importance
9

2, 4, 6, 8

Absolute

The evidence favouring A over B is of the

importance

highest possible order of affirmation

Intermediate

When compromise is needed, values between
two adjacent judgments are used

The intensity of importance use 9 point scales to convert these judgments to numerical
priorities for every context criteria. For example if context A is strongly important than
context B and we assign it the scale 5, then context B must be less important than context A
and we assign it 1/5. The matrix is inversed with respect to the main diagonal that is equal to
1 because the diagonal represents the same context criteria compared with itself.
Considering the following pairwise matrix A where the criteria Delay, Jitter, Packet loss ratio
and Available bandwidth are compared and judged according to Table 8.
Delay

Jitter

Packet

Loss Available

ratio

Bandwidth

Delay

1

2

6

8

Jitter

1/2

1

4

6

Packet

1/6

1/4

1

3

1/8

1/6

1/3

1

Loss ratio
Available
Bandwidth

The 4x4 matrix above contains all of the pair-wise comparisons for the criteria. (Since there
are four criteria, the matrix must be of size 4x4.)
We suppose, for example, that the Delay is slightly important than the jitter. According to the
scale above, we use a value of “2” to denote the preference of this pair-wise comparison. It is
strongly important than the available bandwidth. According to the scale above, we use a
value of “8” to denote the preference of this pair-wise comparison.
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The “equally preferred” values shown along the upper-left to lower-right diagonal are
comparing each criteria to itself and so, by definition, must be equal to “1”.
Step 3: Compute the weight of each criterion
The local priorities or weights are established by calculating the principal eigenvector of the
pair-wise comparison matrix as given by:

where A is the comparison matrix,
corresponding eigenvector of

. The

is the largest eigenvalue of A and
or

is the

vector is then normalized to get the

local weights vector.
To compute the weight of each criterion, we use the matlab as a mathematical tool. First we
defined our pairwise matrix A
A=[1 2 6 8; 1/2 1 4 6; 1/6 1/4 1 3; 1/8 1/6 1/3 1]

Then, we compute
which is the largest eigenvalue of A. To do, we first use the eig
function. This function returns two optional outputs:
 U is a matrix whose columns are eigenvectors.
 D is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues along the main diagonal.
Once D is computed, we second use the max function to get the maxValue which represents
and its index
[U,D]=eig(A,'nobalance')
%# The maximum eigenvalue and its index
[maxValue,index] = max(diag(D))

Once

is computed,we compute its corresponding eigenvector W

%# The associated eigenvector in U
maxVector = U(:,index)
% the weight of each level W
W=A*maxVector

Once W is computed we proceed to its normalization in order to get the Weight vector. To be
normalized, each vector element is divided by the sum of all the elements.
n=W(1)+W(2)+W(3)+W(4)
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weight=W/n

The obtained WEIGHT vector is the following:

Step 4: Compute the Consistency Ratio of the pairwise matrix
The Consistency Ratio (CR) is calculated to validate the comparative judgment.It is calculated
by:
CR 

CI 

CI
RI

m ax  n 
n  1

where CI is the Consistency Index,

is the largest eigenvalue of A, n is the matrix size

and RI is the Random Consistency Index. The RI values for different matrix sizes are
presented in Table 2. The value of Consistency Ratio is acceptable if it’s equal or less than
0.10.
TABLE 9Random index RI value [101].
Matrix Size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

RI Index

0.0

0.0

0.52

0.89

1.11

1.25

1.35

1.40

To compute the Consistency Ratio (CR) of our pairwise matrix A, we use matlab as the
mathematical tool.
P=4
CI=(maxValue-P)/(P-1)
CR=CI/0.89

The obtained CR is 0.0328. As a result, we conclude that our comparison matrix is consistent
and no corrective action is necessary.
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Abbreviations
A
AHF
AHP
ALM
AODV
AOMDV
AP
ARIMA

Address Handling Function
AnalyticHierarchyProcess
Air Link Metric
Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector
Ad hoc On demand Multipath Distance Vector
Access Point
Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average

B
BRP
BSS

BalancedRouting Protocol
Basic Service Set

C
CC
CCA
CCF
CFT
CLI
CN
CN
CNT
CR
CSI
CTX

Convergence Commit
Clear Channel Access
Common Channel Function
Channel Free Time
Cross Layer Interface
Core Network
Correspondent Node
ChordNeighbor Table
Consistency Ratio
Channel State Information
Clear to exchange

D
DAR
DES
DHT
DR
DS
DSDV
DSR

DynamicAddress Reconfiguration
Double ExponentialSmoothing
Distributed Hash Table
Detection Report
Distribution System
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector
Dynamic Source Routing

E
EBC
EBRP
EDCA
EMC
eNB
EPS
ESS

EnhancedBacktrackingChord
EnhancedBalancedRouting Protocol
Enhanced Distribution Channel Access
EnhancedModifiedChord
EvolvedNode B
Evolved Packet System
Extended Service Set
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F
FER
FTP

Frame Error Rate
File Transmission Protocol

G
GE
GPS
GTP
3GPP

Gilbert-Elliot
Global Positioning System
GPRS Tunneling Protocol
3rd GenerationPartnership Project

H
HCLR
HMM
HSS
HWMP

Hybrid Cross Layer Routing
Hidden Markov Model
Home Subscriber Server
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol

I
IBSS

Independent Basic Service Set

L
LAR
LEMO
LPTT
LTE

Location AidedRouting
Less Remaining Hop More Opportunity
Link Predicted Transmission Time
Long Term Evolution

M
MA
MAC
MADM
MAF
MANET
MAODV
MAP
MCCA
MCCAOP
MChord
Mesh STA
MGMP
MIMO
MICS
MIES
MIH
MIHF
MIIS
MME
MN
MP

MeshAuthenticator
Media Access Control
Multi-AttributeDecisionMaking
MobilityAdjustment Factor
Mobile Ad hoc Networks
Modified AODV
Mesh Access Point
MeshCoordinated Chanel Access
MCCA Opportunities
Mobile Chord
Mesh Station
Multi-Gateway Multi-Path routing protocol
Multiple Input Multiple Output
Media Independent Command Service
Media Independent Event Service
Media Independent Handover
Media Independent HandoverFunction
Media Independent Information Service
Mobility management Entity
Mobile Node
Mesh Point
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MPP
MPR
MSA
mSCTP

Mesh Portal Point
Multi Point Relaying
Mesh Security Authentication
mobile Stream Control Protocol

N
NAS
NAV
NIC
NS

Non-Access Stratum
Network Allocation Vector
Network Interface Card
Name Server

O
OFDM
OFDMA
OLSR
OLSR-MC
O-QMRP

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
Optimized Link State Routing
OLSR Multi Criteria
Optimized QoS Multi path Routing Protocol

P
P2P
PAPR
PCRF
PDN
PDN-GW
PERR
PHY
PMIPv6
PPQ
PPTT
PQ
PREP
PREQ
PS
PS-AORP

Peer to Peer
Peak to Average Power Ratio
Policy and Charging Rules Function
Packet Data Network
Packet Data Network SAE Gateway
PathError
Physical
Proxy MobileIPv6
PredictedPathQuality
PathPrediction Transmission Time
PathQuality
PathReply
PathRequest
Power Save
Path Stability based Ad-hoc On demand Routing protocol

Q
QA-HWMP
QCI
QoS

QualityAware-HWMP
QoS Class Identifier
Quality of service

R
RA-OLSR
RAN
RAN
RANN
RERR
RM-AODV
RREP

Radio Aware-Optimized link State Routing
Ring Ad hoc Network
Radio Access Network
RootAnnouncement
Route Error
Radio Metric-Ad hoc On Demand Vector
Route Reply
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RREQ
RSSI
RTT
RTX

Route Request
Received Signal StrengthIndicator
Round Trip Time
Request to exchange

S
SAE
SAE-GW
SAW
SC-FDMA
SCTP
SGW
SHA
SIP
SMDF
SNR
SRD
STA

System Architecture Evolution
SAE-Gateway
Simple Additive Weighting
Single Carrier - Frequency Division Multiple Access
Stream Control Transmission Protocol
Serving SAE Gateway
Secure Hash Algorithm
Session Initiation Protocol
SimultaneousMobilityDetectionFunction
Signal Noise Rate
Separated Rings detection
Simple Station

T
TBR
TC
TO

TreeBasedRouting
Topology Control
Target Only

U
UA
UE

User Agent
User Equipment

V
VANET
VoIP

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
Voice over IP

W
WLAN
WLSR
WMN
WRR

Wireless Local Area Network
Weighted Least Square Regression
Wireless Mesh Network
Weighted Round Robin

X
XLME

Cross Layer Management Entity

Z
ZRP

Zone Routing Protocol
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